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3 DOCUMENT OVERVIEW 
The audit was designed to be a comprehensive review of the results from the Maricopa County 2020 General Election to 
confirm the effectiveness of existing legislation in governing elections, and to provide additional insights on possible 
areas of information-based legislative reform that could ensure an even greater level of integrity and accuracy in how 
elections are conducted.  

This audit is the most comprehensive election audit that has been conducted. It involved reviewing everything from the 
voter history for the election, to retallying all 2.1 million ballots by hand, to performing forensic photography and review 
of the ballot paper,  to conducting cyber forensic imaging and analysis of the provided voting equipment. This extensive 
process involved over 1,500 people who contributed a total of over 100,000 hours of time over the course of more than  
five months from when setup began, to when this report is completed.  

This volume of the report serves to outline details of the results from the audit; including all the data and evidence to 
support the conclusions of this report. 

4 TALLY RESULTS 
The audit included a full hand-recount of all 2.1 million ballots from the 2020 General Election. During this process all 
original ballots were counted, as well as those ballots returned from duplication. Ballots that were duplicated included 
various categories of ballots that were not able to be run through the voting machines, such as damaged ballots or 
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) ballots. The tallies from the original ballots sent to 
duplication, and the ballots received back from duplication were kept separate so that a comparison could occur. As can 
be found in audit finding, “More Duplicates Than Originals,” there were more duplicates than there were originals. For 
this reason, we utilized the counts of the originals for all official tallies.   

This is the most important finding in the audit because the paper ballots are the best evidence of voter intent, and there 
is no reliable evidence that the paper ballots were altered to any material degree. 

4.1 Presidential Race 
The chart below summarizes the results of the hand-recount of the Presidential Race of the Maricopa County Forensic 
Audit. These tallies are based on the tallies from all original ballots and does not include the ballots duplicated from the 
originals. 

 Trump Biden Jorgenson Write In / Over / Under Total 
Maricopa County Forensic Audit 995,404 1,040,873 31,501 20,791 2,088,569 
Official Maricopa County Canvass 995,665 1,040,774 31,705 21,419 2,089,563 

DELTA (261) 99 (204) (628) (994) 

  



43 Senate Race
“Th chart below summarizes the resultsofthe hand-racountof the Senate Race of the Maricopa CountyForensicAudit.
These tallies are based onthetallies rom al original allots and does not include the ballots duplicated from the
‘originals.

"NOTE: Vote totals for the presidential and senatorial elections mismatch slightly primarily due to small differences in
hand counts among the 2.1M millon ballots.

[wcll]Kelly [Writein/Over/Under
Maricopa County Forensic Audit _| 983,662| 1064336|40398 [2,088.39

[[Official Maricopa CountyCanvass|964,203|1.064396| 4064 12,089,563|
[oma [en| wo| eee) |aaen|

5 VOTER HISTORY, BALLOT, AND CERTIFIED RESULTS FINDINGS

The following section outlinesal findings relatedtovoting history, ballots and the certified results. This section covers
everything that directly impacts the counting and accounting of results.

5.1 Ballot Scoring Methodology
‘Ballotrelated findings re scoredbasedon the total number ofpotential ballots Ballots Impacted _ Severity
impacted by the finding. Based on the range by which this falls within a Severity [FTTY Critical
is assigned,ascan be seen inthe chart to the right, In these circumstances a
severity will tll be assigned tothe finding based on the potential impact the
finding may have had on the slection.
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5.2 Finding Summary Table

ENN==0 eo ==)Impacted
[552 ValinBalosVotedromProAdress |Voters |2308| Grea |
[75.8.7 Fore alosRet byVer Thanrcened |Voters | 5061| ah |
[75.82| Voter hat PotenllyVtadmMullsCountis |Corti sats|5255| wah |
(75:5:| OfficalRosasDoesNotMatchWhoVoted Cove sus| 3452|Wedum |
[552| Wore Duptctes ThanOvignaslots |Bator |2592| oan|
[75535 | PersonVotesWho adMovedoutofarcopaCourty_|Cried sats| 2362 | edum |
[sas | omensSoyo rote|vn | ss| wien|
[555| Votes Coumadin ces ofVoarsWhoVed |Cored resus| 1551 | widm|
175.63| VotesNotPrtofthOfc printRagster | votristory| 618 | tow |
[5:62| Duplicated ales incorrect & issngsor Nmbers |Corti sats| 500 | tow |
[565| salon Rotumed ornthe ns votedrie | botox | 50| tow |
[75.64| FainballotRecedihoutRecord ofangSet |Cota | 557| tow |
[565] Votesvithincompitetiomes |Votersston| 555| tow |
[386 oscemsdvorws |Votorton |22| tow |
[1567| Aud UGCAVA CounDossNotitchreEACCourt| oats | 226 | tow |
[568| totoRotarodVotor withCountedVotes |Voteristory| 158 | tow |
[1565 Dateoftegration range toEtterate |Votaristory| 158 | tow |
[610] oupiesevoterss |Voterrston|15| tow |
[S613| itlVotersUnkeoy47528 | oterrstony| 101 | tow |
[5612] Doublescamed&Coumtdballors—|—batex| 50 | tow |
[56.15| U0GAvAEectronc tonsDobieCour | Bator |_6 | tow |
[5616] Dupictesaltsrevesermiombers | Bator| | tow |
Fri esnmeternes ber |WA [armatersl|
[572 bwnbstrpnses |bstor |_WA [norman
[575| CormigidDamaged an Orgagales|Bator | WA nornations |
[57.0[Caryvotes ot ccounedforinevss |Corti Rss| WA mormationsi|
[575| gnBesativoughpotsomsalots |baler |_WA_[mermatinsi|
[576 improperpapertnizes |bstor |WA_[mermatonsl|
[577| nacre denicstion of VOCAVA Bats |Baler |WA [nermations |
[578] Waangsobpomnsoms |bator | WA [mermatensl|
[7575| oFecordofVotersnCommerc Geabase |Votoistoy_|_WA_[nornatien!|
[5720]ourCatbratonsalotprmers|baler | WA ormatiens |
[S70] feuTimeProviona sats |Votormstoy| WA mermatiens!|
[5722| VearegatratonSytemAvettcess |Voter story| WA | nornations |
Bos cuemombessior |bet |WA [normatons|
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5.3 Critical Findings

ga
5.3.1MAIL-IN BALLOTS VOTED FROM PRIOR ADDRESS Impacted 2
Wain blots wer cast under voter regstaio 0 fr pace that ay ot hve rceived their blots by ml becuseTrinAA A SO ANHrnpabean,
her shoud mot rcves akin nos uote post forwarding ncaa cresmtancn wantry be
possible for them to receive a ballot, for example, if they know the present occupant, or if the ballot is improperlyforwarded
halts ar bing anyoranda mt th wou vate theio vations Sosadure Manual, which
eis A nlot vat urs be mado verre tlt. nmfarwardataEo. 9. Tertore, it
potentially criminal act. See ARS 16-452(C) (any person who violates a rule set forth in the EPM “is guilty of a class 2.
‘misdemeanor.”).

Evingtontear
emma undaired th Couny Recorder rireo ioe process rt locos a veto an macstonesing hey wil nlongeratoravealy ecoeoneal ond eyevery emave dam rom te rls—————
‘The Final Voted File, or VMSS, was cross-checked against a commercially available data source provided by Melissa’operantosama2ovatomaar 8drvb 00. contr tot a ne

ar ata1rect rin and daadan To ssompi he  alied bipeeandgoverment dota sree och tm US
oat Series Nations Chang of res(NCO) serie an he Sol Seu Administ ation Maser Death Lot
Adresse war not nated ithest threw val econo ling aces part of th oti recordCnty moves pre 0 Oeor 5, 2020, ra mldnh move names.
WET ToteowestestheswamagesF ray restgaey dt th Slt pandas
Tepreane Thshatve ough 4a onthe mpact th corse ft ersware cos yt verre and ctoerottomanala 3 gin sees th mt bln

—————
[Democratrany|o5%|
[repubiemneary| 330% |
Prefer Not to Declare 265%|

NOTE. Whi igh quality commer datas sources wre tiedtossermble thse findings, some ror expectedin thas esl. To Frtervathe ndings, recommended that caves be conducted

Shgeo545gforward, vt may be ever he rl hey have ot ed fra rong ped of
?https://www.melissa.com
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NOTE: Afull ls of the Voter IDs affected can be found in es81-83 There are potential ways thatavoter could receive.
their ballot which in some cases would not violate the law. Additional investigation by the Attorney General is
recommended for any conclusive determination.

[ |Oesrpton Ballo |
Mail votes from voters who moved within Maricopa County prior | 15,035
to the registration deadline
Mailn votes from voters who moved out of Arizona priorto 6591
registration deadline
‘Mail votes from voters who moved within Arizona but out of
Maricopaprior to registration deadiine

NOTE: Please see Appendixes B1, 82 and B83 forthedetailsfor this finding.

5311  RereRences
+ ARS.§16101 - Qualificationsofregistrant’
+ StateofArizona~2019 Elections Procedures Manual’
«+ ARS.§16165=Causes for Cancellation’
+ ARS§16-452- Rules
+ ARS§16:544 Permanent early voting ist

53.1.2  DataFies Unuzeo
[FleName— — —  [wosHsh 7]

Maricopa County-VMSS Final Voted Nov2020 PBRQ 43070bc7afdf40a37c44509209733654

53.13 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation shouldbe considered that links voter rol registration to changes in driver's licenses or other state.
identification, as well as requiring the current voterrollsbe validated against the United States Postal Service (USPS)
National Change of Address (NCOA) at a predefined period prior to every election.
Laws already exist for interstate reportingof changes in residence, addresses, and driver's licenses. Tying voter roll
registration to these forms of identification would greatly increase the likelihood that voter registration details would be
kept up to date. Individuals are more likely to remember their license needs to be updated immediately than voter
registration, and since al states now offer theability to register to vote when getting a license, license updates could
also update voter rolls.

httpsJonas are Boufars/16/00101 hum

* httpsJannares goufars/16/0165 hum

*bpsww ales gov/ars/16/00584 hum
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Iti recommended tha the voter ros be validated against the NCOA both 50 days or mare prior o the slacton, in
addition to. week before maikin ballots are ent out, Thi check would be uilzed to determine if a mail ballot would
be sent to the address sinc ballots re not allowed o be forwarded. The legislature may want to consider whether a
changeof address should suspend Permanent Early Voting Lis (PEVL) enrollment.
The Senate should consider referring this matter totheAttorney General’ Office fora criminal investigation as to
whether the requirements of ARS 16-452(C) have been violated.

54 High
-— hw,
5.4.1MORE BALLOTS RETURNED BY VOTER THAN RECEIVED impacted 4

9,041 mre ballots show a retuned in the EV33 Early Voting Returns Fileforasinle individual who voted by mai than
show as sen to that individual within the EV32 Early Voting Sent Fil. In most of these instancesan individual vas sant
one ballot but had two allt received on diferent dates.

Further investigation would be needed to determine the cause, but this could be explained in anyofthe posible ways:
+ More than one ballot could have been sant ou, but an snr was missed within the EV32 fle.
+The same ballt could have been processed more than once on differant days, resulting in two EV33: for one

ballot.
+ Checkinginto Early Vote in person may not have recognized that a mall ballot was already received and both

the Early Vote In-Person and the maikn may have generated an EV33.
+ Acounterfet ballot was sent via mail and both th legitimate balot sent and the counterfet ballot generated

£V33 entries.

NOTE: We've been informed shorty before the release ofthis report tha someofthe discrepancies outlined could be
due tothe protected voter lt This has not been abl tobe validated at thi ime, ut we though was important to
diaclose this information for accuracy.

NOTE: An EV33 indicates that a ballot received and does not necessary mean th balot was counted. ts assumed
that only the first ballotreceived and validated iscount

Ballots Received|| Quantity of
forvoter | Voters

a a|aes |

NOTE: Please see Appendix C1 for details on the voters who had more ballots received than sent.
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NOTE: Th followinghart ltrtesth rcntagof vtars by egtared arty ht th alt pct marber
Teprsams. Thssvatve 00hes om he opat o t scr a twos werototo vers dntont

—————
[Gemocratrary|sax|
[repubieaneary| 30x |
[Frefrottoedars | 301% |
[ndependene37% |

54.1.1 REFERENCES

© ARS. § 16-246- Early Balloting
* AR. -542 Re for ballot®

Enrome ®
+ ARS §16:558,01 -Mailingof Ballots"

5.4.12 DATA FILES UTiLZED

[FleName— TmMDSHash |

*https://wwwazleggov/ars/16/00246him

**hitps://wwwatleg.gov/ars/16/00544htm
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[FleName TT TWosHesh |

54.13 RECOMMENDATION

itis recommended thatthe Attorney General inquire of Maricopa County as to the reason for this discrepancy, and if a
sufficient explanationis no received an investigation be opened to investigate this futher.

Ballots
5.4.2VOTERS THAT POTENTIALLY VOTED IN MULTIPLE COUNTIES Impacted 5295

Comparing the Maricopa County VMSS Final Voted Fil to the equivalant filesof the other fourteen Arizona counties
resulted in 5,047 voters with the same first, idee, last name and birth year, representing 10,342 votes among all the
counties. While tis possible for multiple individual to share al these details, it is not common although the incidence
here (roughly one-third of one percent) may be the rate of commonalities in identifying information between legitimate,
separate individual voters especialy with common last names. This lst should be ull reviewed.
NOTE: The Ballot Impacted was calculated by the total number ofvotes(10,342) and subtracting the number of
maximum numberof potential unique people (5,047). This yielded 5,295
NOTE: Please see Appendix D1 for details on the potential voters who casta vote in more than one location.

©2021 Cyber Ninjas FOR ARIZONA SENATE USE ONLY Page 100196



54.21 REFERENCES

«State of Arizona — 2019 Elections Procedures Manual’?

* ARS. §16-120 - Eligibility to vote!

5422 DATA FiLes UTiuzeo

evens Tweeme |ESFTVFraVerneTOF TT
betcha5566S

Cocoin County 1-520 GeneraVoter Towi Voting Fito cn aeS2250h3af188e0ui7745002208
essirsadcosbasdissrcirzsssersa

GresiosPary Raps Ac voterswih voting tory TTTTOT OT | ST1e12sseies 036353e66H35037¢
pip
ae County votngory per OTRO ORG TET 3 Ty |oS eeSOI

27sdcses aACROT0RTIEE
imsCountyAcerOTOL 12005 co Sobbib0sbaccTibadiabaadedtes

aac Ledesea350%e
SevieaouneyLTOvoingtareapa Tossed
a | ees

54.23 RECOMMENDATION

Legation houboconsidered which reies amare der shade for caning up and sintinig voter ol,
iningsoe resumesor coumbesoeoaroth

5.5 Medium Findings

*hitps://www.azleg.gov/ars/16/00120him
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Ballots
5.5.10FFICIAL ResuLTS DO NOT MATCH WHO VOTED impacted 432

The offical result totals do not match the equivalent totals from the Final Voted File (VMS). These discrepancies are
significant with total ballot delta of11,592 between the oficial canvassand the VMSS file when considering both the
counted and uncounted ballots.

Offical Results verses Final Voted File (VMS) ~ Counted Ballots

[Description| Type |Official Results| Final Voted (VMS) |Delta|
[Maim@| wa|sos | |

EarlyVote [inPerson(s) [ wa [ aosm2 | |
[Tow |ieisa | tomo |3a|
[Rogar| were5s| wa [|

eon[CProvsonal| s198| wa | |
[ow| aoe| aac | |

[Tolcountes: | 208956| aose1st |saw|

NOTE: Please see Appendix E1 for full break-down by precinct of the differences between the Oficial Results and the
Final Voted File (VMSS).

55.11 DaTAFies Unuzeo

"11:03-2020-1 inal Official Summary Report 321a7874041242430659013629cb091
NOV2020pdf**
‘Maricopa CountyVIS Final Voted Nova020 PERG. 3070be7a1d140337cd4505260733650

5512 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation should be considered that would require the Offical Canvas to fully reconcile with the Final Voted Fie. The
number of individuals who showed up to vote should aways match the number of votes cast.

3 hge recorder maricops sovjelecionacbives/2000/11.03.2020
1520Fina 200i6205ummary’0Report32ONOV2020 po
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Ballots
5.5.2MORE DUPLICATES THAN ORIGINAL BALLOTS Impacted 25%

Maricopa County reported In thi election, Maricopa County had 27,869 duplicate ballots pertaining to the Presidential
Electors.”* The audit team counted 29,557 duplicate ballots. However, only 26,965 original ballots were sent to
duplication.

[DesaiptionBallotsCount_|
Maricopa County Forensic Audit -
Original Ballots Sent to Duplication
Maricopa County Forensic Audit —

Duplicate Ballots Counted Ba
Maricopa County— Reported p

Duplicate Ballots

A comparison of the total number of original ballots sent to duplication vs the total number of duplicate ballots shows
that Maricopa County counted 2,592 more duplicate ballots than original ballots sent to duplication. The aut team
attempted to resolve the discrepancies, but those efforts were impeded by the County's failure to properly identify
duplicate ballot batches and failure to assign unique serial numbers to each damaged ballot sent to duplication and then
match that number to the duplicate ballot printed to replace i.
The County reported 168 fewer ballots sent to duplication than identified by the audit team. The County provided 904
fewer original ballots than they reportedly duplicated.
These extra duplicates favored Republican candidates over Democrat candidates, and even favored the Libertarian
candidate ata higher rate than the overall vote distribution.

DamagedSentto |DuplicateBallots| Expected% | %Difference
esaription Duplication (DSD D To Candidate| To Candidate

[Trump [| oosaos | ooesse | asx [| sew |
[eden | tows | toms|sok | sw |
[domenson|sisor|stss | ww | wm |

DamagedSentto |DuplicateBallots| Expected% | %Difference
Duplication (DSD) (ouP) To Candidate | To Candidate

[Mesaly | osses2 sssi00 | are | ssw |
1,064,336 1oese6 |se| sex |

NOTE: lease see Appendixes F1 andF2forthe detailsof this finding.

> hpsllec ard courts go
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5521 REFERENCES
+ MaricopaClerk ofCourtDuplicateBallots
+ StateofArizona-2019 Elections Procedures Manual!”
+ ARS.§16:621-Proceedingsat the counting center'*

5522 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation should be considered that requires regular audits of elections within a year of the election. Among the
mandatory items required to perform in the audit should ba a review of the duplicate ballot process.

Ballots a2
5.5.3IN-PERSONVOTERS WHO HAD MOVED OUT OF MARICOPA COUNTY Impacted 2

The VMSS Final Voted Fil, was cross-checked against a commercially available data source provided by Melissa called
Personator and 2,382 ballots were cast voter IDs forindividuals that moved outside of Maricopa County prior to
10/5/2020. Personator i a best-in-class identity and address validation tool. It confirms that an individual s associated
with an address, indicates prior and current addresses, tracks when and where the individual moves, tracks date-of-birth
and date-of-death. To accomplish this, it utiized both private and government data sources such as the US Postal
Service's National Changeof Address (NCO) service, and the Social Security Administration's Master Death List. Only
‘moves prior to October 5, 2020, are included in the move numbers.
NOTE: While high quality commercial database sources were utilized to assemble thess findings, a small percentage of
error is expected within these results. To further validate these findings, it i recommended that canvassing be
conducted.

In-Person votes from voters who moved out of Arizona prior
to registration deadline
in-person votes from voters who moved within Arizona but
out of Maricopaprior to registration deadline

NOTE: lease see AppendixesG1 and G2 for additional details on the individuals that show as moved.

NOTE: The following chart illustrates the percentageofvoters by registered party that the Ballot Impacted number
represents. This should give a rough idea on the impact to the electorate f the votes were cast by the voters and not.
anotherparty that was somehow able to cast a vote.

[pyTx 7]

[DemocratPary|250% |
Prefer Not to Declare 26.87%

[TbertarionParty| 138% |
[Greenparty—|025% |

7 tps orsos soufsites/defoule/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED pd
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553.1 REFERENCES
«Maricopa County=11-03-2020 General ElectionCanvassSummary”

553.2 DATAFiLEs Unuzeo
[FleName——~~Twbsieh 1]

Maricopa County-VMSS Final Voted Nov2020 PBRQ 43070bc7afd140a37cd4509269733654

553.3 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation shouldbe considered that links voter rol registration to changes in driver’ icenses or other state
identification, as well as requiring the current voter roll be validated against the United States Postal Service (USPS)
National Change of Address (NCOA) ata predsfined period prior to every election.

Laws already exist for interstate reportingof changes in residence, addresses, and driver's licenses. Tying voter roll
registration to these forms of identification would greatly increase the likelihood that voter registration details would be
kept up to date. Individuals are more likely to remember their license needs to be updated immediately than voter
registration, and since most states now offer the abilty to register to vote when getting a license, license updates could
also update voter rolls
Its recommended that the voter rolls be validated against the NCOA both 90 days or more prior to the election, in
addition toa week before mailin ballots are sent out, This check would be utilized to determineif a malin ballot would
be sent to the address since ballots are not allowed to be forwarded. The legislature may want to consider whether a
changeof address should suspend Permanent Early Voting List (PEVL) enrollment.

 hitps recorder maricopa gov/electionatchives 2020/11.03.2020.
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Ballots
5.5.4VOTERS MOVED OUT-OF-STATE DURING 29-DAY PERIOD PRECEDING ELECTION Impacted 2°81

Arizona law and the 2019 Election Procedures Manual address the specific voting eligibility of person who moves out
of Arizona during the 29-day period bare the election. A person that moved out of Arizona between 10/5/2020 and
11/03/2020, was no longer legally considered a “resident,” however was eligible by law to vote a presidential-only
ballot. See the image below taken from the 2019 Elections Procedure Manual (5. 0).

ARIZ0N4 SECRETARYOF STATE
2015 ELECTIONSPROCEDURES MANUAL

a egistant moves 03 iret sate during he 29-dny pei preceding the et election. the
resistant sot 3 qualified elector (and fs tere seb 0 ote) in Arizona. HONeve. 3
Feistrnt rain he righfo vote in Arizona fr Presidentofthe Urited Sate (andoole aces)
a the general clection during 4 Presidential lection year. ARS. § 16-126. Requesting a
presidenial-oaly ballot requte the County Recorder to cancel the registrant’ ecord “promply”
following the general ection. ALLS. § 16-165AXG)

The 2019 Elections Procedure Manual tates “A registrant is a “resident”ifthey have physica presence in the county.
along ith an intent to remain. A registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their
residency status, as long as they havean intent to raturn. ARS. § 16-103" (pg. 12)
The Final Voted Fil, or VMSS, was cross-checked against a commercially available data source provided by Melissa®®
called Personator. Personator is a best-in-class identity and address validation tool. It confirms that an individual is
associatedvith an address, indicates prior and current addresses, tracks when and where the individual moves, tracks
date-ofbirth and date-of-death. To accomplish this it utiized bothprivate and government data sources such asthe US
Postal Service's National Change of Address (NCOA) service, and the Social Security Administration's Master Death List.
The cross-check resulted in 2,081 instancesofa voter that movedoutofthe state of Arizona during the 29-day period
before the election who casta ballot in the 2020 general election. It cannot be determined whether these voters
undervotersal the races on their ballots other than the presidential race, thereby creatinga de factoPresidential Only
ballot.
The ballot definitions on the Dominion EMS do not includa a “Presidantial-Only” ballot. The Dominion voting machines
would not be able to reada ballot for whicha ballot definition does not exis. Additionally, in examining the EV33 sent
ballot files for ballot codes, the ballot images, andthecast vote record, no presidential-only ballotsasspecified by ARS.
516-126 and the 2019 Election Procedures Manual were found to be cast n this election.

 bitge fans melissa com
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NOTE: Th followinghart ltrtesth rcntagof vtars by egtaed arty ht th alt pct marber
Tepreane Thshoutve ough 4a onthe pact thcorteft ers ware co byt verre and ctver ttt ws someon al0cr te.

CemTwRepu ary pr

[dependent| a2 |
[Uberaranpary| sas |

[Greenbary[oo]

NOTE: less soAppiHfo otison the vers who moved autoat durin the 25-day paid rcedingthe
set
55.4.1 REFERENCES

«Arizona State - 2019 Elections Procedure Manual"

* ARS. §16-126 - Authority to votein a presidential election after moving from state’

* ARS. §16-103 - Qualified person temporarily absent from the state”

55.4.2 DATA FILES UTiLzep

[Flame TwoPT Fra VT TT | mewsAAS isensiasien
5543 RECOMMENDATION

Lagiaton hou bo somsidred tha Inks voter rl regain changes i deereesoathr state
oencaton ahve as voring tt cutvte ol0 vaved spare sh Und re ova emi USPS)
National Change of Address (NCOA) at a predefined period prior to every election.

Laws already exist for interstate reporting of changes in residence, addresses, and driver's licenses. Tying voter roll

egavaionto thes ors of emufcation would rest cress te lod tat voter regsation dra id be
tuo dav. nid ae mor ey to emambartht arse eats 050 undoes moda than vot
egressrtsave mow aff toiy roo2 vtwha goer Fane, tres updnes could
onderero
i ecommendad that th voor lls be vlad gas the NEDA bth 50 dasa mor rir tothe section, in
dionvaweak or atm allotsr en ve.To heckwoecld se srrmin 2 mame wold
oe settairs ane Balt ara mr alowed 4 forwarded. Tht oars ey wir 15 come ametr a
change of address should suspend Permanent Early Voting List (PEVL) enrollment.

mn
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 VOTES COUNTED IN EXCESS OF VOTERS WHO VOTED  
 

Ballots 
Impacted 1551  

The number of votes cast in an election should not exceed the number of voters who participate in the election. An 
analysis of the Maricopa County Official Canvass and the VM55 Final Voted file from November 2020 show that multiple 
precincts counted votes in excess of the number of voters who participated in the 2020 General Election.  

Reconciliation of the voters who participated to ballots cast is first required at a every vote center for election day 
voting. The County Audit Board is required to reconcile the voters who participated with the ballots cast for each 
precinct prior to certifying the Official Canvass. The expected delta should be more voters who voted than votes cast 
because some ballots were undervoted or overvoted.  There were 277 precincts with a voter deficit, 65 precincts with an 
equal number of voters who voted, and cards cast.  There were 401 precincts with the expected surplus.   

NOTE: We’ve been informed shortly before the release of this report that some of the discrepancies outlined could be 
due to the protected voter list. This has not been able to be validated at this time, but we thought it was important to 
disclose this information for accuracy. 
 
  



NOTE: The folowingchart strates the percentageof votersb egtaredparty that ae gen within thprecincts that
te allt Impacted nmerepresents. Understandingwhy her mers votes than verrs nhrantwo
eared afore any determination coud ba mado whether the rent breakouts would fence how th
Ting

————
25%

[Democratpary| 005% |
[independem| arn |

[Dbertaan rary[osx|
ET———

fromthe Avizona Bacon Procedure Manu, th Audit Board has sveral rasponsibiies
4. ReceivesthOfcil Ballot Reports foreach vting location and any supplemental informatio from th lection
Soars th coud plan any draperies.
2 Receives the signature asters posts orscaned opisareprtfom polbokstht show voter checkin and
pri
0 dente discrepancies in the reports followin ina tabulation ofdlcatedballs andprovisional boots
10. Resolves problems that appear to beof majorsignificance in the presence ofpoliticalparty observers; and

LL Resolvesanddocumentsal discrepancies. The functions ofthe Audit Board mustbe completed riot the
«acceptance of the canvassing.”

Not hat the Audit Saad mast consider discrepancies str th fin ablation which would includ discrepancies in
thnumberofvote countedvetha numberof voters who participated i hesection. Tiswould cud mal ballots
dupheaed altsand provsionl ballotsfovoters navy precinct. Maricopa County led to reso these
nerepancio rio 10 scepranceof the comes
NOTE: leasseeAppendic1 forth ll stbroken ut by precinct
55.5.1 REFERENCES

«State of Arizona — 2019 Elections Procedures Manual™*

55.5.2 DATA FILES UTiLZED

"Maricopa County-VMSS Final Voted Nov2020 PBRQ 43070bc7afdf40a37cd45092e9733654

reECON SROCEORES ANI SNE
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6.5.5.3RECOMMENDATION
Maricopa County Election Officials and Audit Board should examine al records and resolve all discrepancies prior to
certification of election results. Each lel voter should be permitted o vote ane and only one time.

56 Low Findings
TT wes

5.6.1VOTERs NOT PART OF THE OFFICIAL PRECINCT REGISTER Impacted
The lis of individuals who are eligible and able to vote in a election, also known as the official precinct register, i
established 10 days prior to the election. This means that for the 2020 General Election this was established on October
22". At that point in time everyone who was officially on the voter rolls for the election should have been on the rolls. It
should not require an earlier or ater voter rol file to find a complate ls of everyone who was eligible and actually
Voted in the election. However,a review of the VMSS Final Voted File for the 2020 General Election shows voter Ds that
do not show on either the October 2, 2020 voter ros or on the November 7, 2020 voter rolls To match up al the voter
1Ds that show on the VMSS Final Voted Fle for the 2020 General Election i requires that you look back to the Apri 9,
2017, voterrllto find al the IDs: in addition to als requiring the December 4, 2020, rolls. In totalittakes 12 diferent
months VM34 Monthly Voter Rol file to find and match-up all voters in the 2020 General lection. This can be seen in
the diagram below.

Erral
12/4/2020 |605|

11/7/2020 2,089,465

9/5/2020
8/8/2020
7/3/2020

[emo [2 |
[opos|5 |

5/6/2017
4/5/2017

NOTE: Iti expected that the offical precinct registration might be missing afew people who hadn't provided proof of
citizenship prior, and has until 7pm on election day to provide this information; or those who qualify for UOCAVA who
are allowed to register to vote up until 7pm on election day. However, in both cases you would expect these individuals
to be in the November 7 rolls, which occurs after the election.

NOTE: lease see Appendix A for a copy of the VMSS Final Voted Fil joined to the appropriate rows of data from all of
the above VM34s. This file i utiized as the basis for every finding that requires both VMSS and VM34 data.
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NOTE: The folowingchart strates the percentageof votersb registeredparty that the Balt impacted number
Tepresonte. Th shout ve a roth os on the pect to the lctraehe ves wore cot bf he vers and nt
enter ndidun that wa somehow sl to cot te

awwRepublican party S060
[Democratpary|sax |
[Frefrot to oecare| 26.58% |
[Dbertaranpary| 15% |

56.1.1 REFERENCES

* ARS. §16-168- Precinct registers”

5.6.1.2 DATA FILES UTiuzeo

[Fiefame womanaricope CountyVHS rl Voted RonZ020 PERG SoOboeS05265T3E5
SouttAOaehabOded bd T350

OIEedhe0c
Maricopa County-VM34 Voter Registration Dec 4, 2020 255f69007b253¢7f2737b050c439f269

56.1.3 RECOMMENDATION

Legislation should be considered that will require that the precinct registers be complete and comprehensive of everyiniidut wha could ogty ven or th lotion

eT
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Ballots
5.6.2 DUPLICATED BALLOTS INCORRECT& MISSING SERIAL NUMBERS. Impacted 390

Damaged Ballots sent to duplication must have a serial number thatcan be matched to the duplicate (replacement
ballot). Many damaged ballots sent to duplication do not havea serial number, and multiple duplicated ballots have
incorrect serial numbers that do not match the original ballots. The County must ‘record an identical serial number on
both the original and duplicate ballot (including spoiled duplicates) this ties the ballots together and creates a paper
trail a required by statute, ARS. § 16-621(4)"
In addition, there are hundredsof damaged ballots with unreadable serial numbers ike these examples below:

Of those original ballots that had a readable serial number, severalof them had incorrect serial numbers. In some cases,
25 shown in the example below, the audit team was able to identify the origina ballot and the duplicate balot based on
a series of precinct, ballottype and presidential selection. The five ballots inthe table below had incorrect serial
numbers on theduplicate ballot

Duplicate Ballot Serial Ballot | Presidential| Original Damaged alot
Number Type| Selection Serial Number

DUPBOARDIHANDO214 | 643 | 0 | eden | Board Hand Dup 21d
DUPBOARD3HANDO215| 239| 99 | Trump | Board Hand Dup 215

["ouPBOARDHANDO216| 391 | 99 | Biden | Board HandDup216 |
|oupsOARDSHANDO217| 144| 99 | Biden|BoardiHandDup217 |

DUPBOARDIHANDO218 | 492| 0 | biden | Board 1 Hand Dup 215
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 UOCAVA Ballot Image showing precinct, ballot type 

 

 REFERENCES 
• State of Arizona – 2019 Elections Procedures Manual26  
• A.R.S. § 16-621 – Proceedings at the counting center27  

 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that requires regular audits of the duplicate ballot process. 

  

 
26 https://azsos.gov/sites/default/files/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED.pdf 
27 https://www.azleg.gov/ars/16/00621.htm 



Ballots
5.6.3BALLOTS RETURNED NOT IN THE FINAL VOTED FiLE impacted +

Ballots show as returned in the EV33 Early Voting Returns File but there is no matching record inthe VMSS Final Voted
File. All entries in the EV33 file show vith a ballot status of “Returned” and the only other status of “Voided Early Ballot”
is not used anytime in the 2020 General Election.

The most likely explanation is that these ballots represent ejected ballots. However, the numberof ballots in question,
2,472, does not match the 2,976 ballots that were rejected (2,042) or ate (934). Its expected there should be a full
accountingof al ballots recsived and voted that can be matched up to individual voter participation.

NOTE: lease see Appendix K1 for ast of al the EV33 entries that cannot be found inthe VMS file

NOTE: The following chart illustrates the percentageofvoters by registered party that the Ballot Impacted number
represents. This should give a rough idea on the impact to the electorate if the votes were cast by the voters and not
another individual that was somehow able to cast avote.

[PyTT % 7]
Republican Party 35.25%
[Democratpartty| 212% |
[ProforNottoDedare| 20.41% |

[independent|38ax% |
[Ubertarianparty| 105% |
[Greenparty——T"o2s% |

[independent|oos% |

5631  RereRences

+ ARS 16246 Early Balloting”

os fr ies sors /16/0052 um
os fon icq gov/ors 16/0026 im
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5632 DataFues Unuzeo
[FileName —— — —  [wosHash |

56.33 RECOMMENDATION

Legislation shouldbeconsidered that requires that the various election related systems to properly integrate in order to
give accurate and consistent counts between the mail-in ballots cast, main ballots received, mail-in balots accepted,
‘malin ballots rejected, and be able to reconcile these details with who voted in the final voted file.

Ballots
5.6.4MAIL-IN BALLOT RECEIVED WITHOUT RECORD OF BEING SENT impacted 7

Ballots show as returned in the EV33 rly Voting Returns Fil for a voter who voted by mal bu there is no matching
record in the EV32 Early Voting Sent Fie showing that a ballot was ever sent, This most likely means that there was a
clerical error in the EV32 Early Voting Sent Files and ballots that were sent out legitimately were not racorded.

NOTE: At an earlier hearing it was stated that there were 74,243 entries in EV33 Early Voting Returns Files without a
corresponding entry inthe EV32 Early Voting Sent Files. This was brought up in the contextof justification for
performing canvassing to further validate the reasoning for thi discrapancy. While this discrepancy is accurate, it was
unintentionally misleading. All but 397ofthose entries were Early Voting in-person votes which also generate an EV33
entry in addition to maikn ballots.
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NOTE: Th followinghart ltrtesth rcntagof vtars by egtared arty ht th alt pct urban
represents. This should give a rough idea on the impact to the electorate if the votes were cast by the voters and not.oer ttt ws somoal0cr te.

————
Err ——

[dependent|359% |
[Uberaranpary| 200% |

NOTE: less so Appi for acmpitsot EF Vora hd walt ace but thee mo ecoofaoot semg on.
5.6.4.1 REFERENCES

* ARS. 16-542 - Request for ballot”

5.6.4.2 DATA FILES UTILIZED

**https://www.azleggov/ars/16/00246 htm
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5643 RECOMMENDATION
itis recommended that the Attorney General inquire of Maricopa County as to the reason for this discrepancy, and fa
sufficient explanation is not received an investigation be opened to investigate this further.

Ballots
5.6.5VOTERSWITH INCOMPLETE NAMES Impacted >

ARS. 16-152 recurs thatthe form used for the registration of electors shal contain the registrants given name,
middle name, if any, and surname,
‘The 11/07/2020 VM34 contains 720 voters with incomplete names. 393 of these voters voted in the 2020 General
Election.
Examples of incomplete names include:

+ Voters with onlya last name
«Voters with only an initia for ther last name
«Voters with an initial for their first name and lat name
+ Voters with no last name
+ Voters with only a initia or their first name.
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NOTE: possbl to have egal nam hits st an i, oronave smn, Howevr, this xremlyre
andthe lt shod be roviovod to determine 1 secuacy.
I—— rr.

[osnameony [is]
[estnamessnmatony 9]
[Fos mamesam aTony sa]

OClw]
‘The 2019 Elections Procedure Manual addresses failure to provide name.“Ifthe State Form, Federal Form, FPCA, or

FAAS doss na contain he reivane' name rsence adres a ocaion, DOB ox gnmre (or asain pasos
signature), but the County Recorder has the address, telephone number, or email address to contact the registrant to

Teohe imcomplets formaan th regiant shoud be antred mi the var regraon banema
amperes sos unl he neopets formation anvtr restation om eceed ARS. 16 154(8
ARS. §16-121.01(A).” (pgs. 18-19)

the registrant doe not provid the ising ncomplote,o legible information by 700m. on the date ofthe ext
regular general election, the registration form is invalid and the registrant's status may be changed from “suspense” to

“not registered,” with the reason code “pending expired” (or functional equivalent). Theregistrant would need to

ianew vier region pplcaton a eagle tout fours section. 05, 19
NOTE The follwing chartlusates th prcentageof votes by registered party tht th Salo impacted number
Tepresonts. Th shout ve a rough os on te rectothe clctrat hevos wre cot by the venrs and nt
berndidun that wsomensl to cat et.

[PyTT % 7]
[Oomocatpary|sassx |

Republean party |3257|
Prefer Noto Decre

[Dbertananrary[1270|

NOTE: less s00 Appanies Mi and M2 fo sof votrs vith incomplota names who voted, and sof
incomplete names on the November 7, 2020 voter rolls.
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5651 REFERENCES
o ARSI6IETE fom
«StateofArizona - 2019 Elections Procedure Manual’

565.2 DaTAFiLes UTiuzeo

Maricopa County-VMSS Final Voted Nov2020 PBRQ 43070bc7afdf40a37c4450920733654

5.6.53 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation should be considered that requires the voter registration entries be a direct match with any acceptable form
of government identification, and always checked against that identification to validate compliance. If exiting laws are
sufficient that this should be occurring, additional legislation should be considered to increase the likelihood of
compliance such as penalties.

Ballots
5.6.6 DECEASED VOTERS Impacted

The Final Voted File, or VMS, was cross-checked against a commercially available data source provided by Melissa®*
called Personator, and it was found that 282 individuals who were flagged as deceased prior to October 5, 2020, voted in
the election.

Personatoris a bestin-classidentity and address validation too. It confirms that an individual is associated with an
‘address, indicates prior and current addresses, tracks when and where the individual moves, tracksdate-of-birth and
date-of-death. To accomplish this, it utilized bothprivate and government data sources such as the US Postal Service's
National Change of Address (NCOA) service, and the Social Security Administration's Master Death List.

NOTE: Itis recommended that the Attorney General further investigate this finding to confirm the validityof this finding,
and if applicable, determine who cast the vote on behalfofthe deceased individual

https fw ares sou/ars/16/00152 hem
* hatpe/farsos pou/sites/defaul/Fles/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED,pdf
 ttps/forwow melissa com
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NOTE: Th followinghart ltrtesth rcntagof vtars by egtared arty ht th lt pct urban
Tepreane Thshoutve ough 4a onthe pact thcortetr ers ware co byteverre and cter ttt ws someon alocr te.

CemTw
ET NT—
[oemocrtpary|30105 |

[independent|709% |
[Uberaranpary| oss |

NOTE: lst soApcfor pletion who show a bing dein Mls.

56.6.1 DATA FILES UTILIZED

[FileName TT TmosHesharog CountyVMS nal Voted NoxZGE0 PAR EOOARSeS 65
5.6.6.2 RECOMMENDATION

Lago hou be considered require the voter ols to paridically bs compared saint th Sc Securty's
Mater Desthiothrcomrerialy aie os tha we secs otsftion Airs Feduencyon
To conde this shoud spacey perenne.

[a
5.6.7AupIT UOCAVA Count DOES NOT MATCH THE EAC COUNT Impacted

The Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) requires all counties in the United States to report.

en
FA AA
eporeds te Coun oto Ean she amberof blesserern he avi. Toe auc ta found 226
‘more electronically submitted UOCAVA ballots than the County reported to the EAC. Any UOCAVA ballots returned by

eewers no darind as UOCAVA. Thersfre, te sul eas sed sh County ll amber repre10 he EAC. A
OEAEHoro

av ven prkdad mesaoa requ.
tion AdminVoting Survey 000 Atcous

Goctoncaly| oso |ome| ao |
Cros [moms[-
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While many people believe that UOCAVA i a law that primarily enables active-duty itary men and women to vote, it
is used more often by non-military voters. See below table of the total number of Civilian vs Miltary voters who were
UOCAVA eligible in Maricopa County based on the November 07, 2020, YM34 Monthly Voter Rolls

Wiltary | Miltary|Crllan Ballots
Returned Ballots| of UOCAVA| Returned

[asses[| ssw[ 798 |ew|

The law allows itary voters who are out of their home county to vote electronically. However, non-miltary voters
(civilians) who are not out of the country are not eligible to vote electronically. According to Maricopa County's
UOCAVA Map website, more than 140 civlians ~ who were not UOCAVA eligible due to being in the United States-were
permitted to vote via UOCAVA in the 2020 Genera Election.
The Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act define eligibilitya5:

« Amemberofa uniformed service on active duty wh,by reasonofsuch active duty, is absent from the place of
residence where the member i otherwise qualified to vote;

+ Amember of the merchant marines who, by reason of service inthe merchant marine, is absent from the lace
of residence where the member is otherwise qualified to vote; or

*  Aspouse or dependent of a member referred to above who, by reason of the active duty or service of the
member, is absent from the placaoresidence where the spouse or dependent is otherwise qualified to vote.

+ An absent uniformed services voter who, by reason of active duty or service is absent from the United States on
the date ofthe election involved;

+ Aperson who resides outside the United tates and is qualified to vote i the last place in which the person was
domiciled before leaving the United States; or

+ Aperson who resides outside the United States and (but for such residence) would be qualified to vote nthe
fast place in which the person was domiciled before leaving the United States

Maricopa County shows that there are 12,293 eligible UOCAVA voters based on the November 7, 2020, VM34 Monthly
Voter RosOfthese UOCAVA ballots transmitted, 85% or 10,408 were reported as returned. Historical, approximately
68% of UOCAVA voters return their ballot.

567.1 REFERENCES
«State of Arizona — 2019 Elections Procedures Manual™
+ Maricopa County UOCAVA Map Website™

+ USElectionCommission2020SurveyResult”
* US Election Commission 2016 Survey Results™

Mos oriosgou/ees/defaules/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED pdf

ps nny eae goujressarch and datal studies anc reports
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567.2 DAtAFiLes Unuzeo

11:03-20200 Canvass COMPLETE NOV2020 co62cc061b60b56b41d403ad866adb16
‘Maricopa County-VM34 Voter Registration Nov 7, 2020 d701c01829683283642bd8de440chas3

56.7.3 RECOMMENDATION
Legisiators should consider auditing the UOCAVA voting system to determine whether any changes are required to
ensure the integrity of the vote.

Ballots
5.6.8LATE REGISTERED VOTERSWITH COUNTED VOTES Impacted

Individuals who registered to vote ater the October 15 deadline were allowed to cast a vote and these votes were
counted. The Final Voted Fil, or the VMS, is the official record of who cast a vote fora given election. This file does not
contain the Date of Registration for individuals who voted in the lection, but it dss include each person's Voter ID
which can be cross referenced against the Full Voter File, or VM34, to gt the registration date value.
It would be expected that either the October or the November VM34 file would contain all of the registered voters that
voted in on the November 2020 General Election, but this as no the case. It took 12 different VM34 files ranging from
April, 2017, to December 4%, 2020, to find al ofthe Voter IDs found in the Final Voted VMS File for the 2020 General
Election.
When utiizing multiple Full Voter Files that span multiple years can get complicated to determine which data for a
given Voter ID should be utiized when that Voter ID is found in more than one file. For the purpose of our analysis for
thi and other findings we assumed that the November 7, 2020, VM34 fil would be the most accurate ince it was right
after the election, and the only M34 offically provided by Maricopa County as partof a subpoena.
Asa result, we loaded the data from VM34 files for every month from January 2017 through December 2020 into a
database. Fist, we loaded the December 4, 2020, UM34 file. We then subsequently loaded the VM34 fils from the
oldest to the newest, with each subsequent VM34 fle replacing the stored data for any Voter IDthat had existed in a
prior load and finishing with the November 7, 2020, file. This ensured that we aays had the most current data for a
Given Voter ID, and the latest data from the last time a given Voter ID showed up in a VM34 fil would alviays be utilized.
This composite VM34 ile was then matched up with the VSS fle to provide additional details for al voters within the
Final Voted VMSS fl.
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nal required dat fom th following VMS fieoch lth dite:

[meters[REESE]
Tones|
11/7/2020 2,089,465

I——
wm |]
hao|1]

[ea 1]
I——
[Tomo ||

was |]
[Caos 1

Sor ||
mor11]

‘When building this file in this manner there were 198 voters registered after October 15" who voted in the election and

‘had their vote counted,according to the Final Voted File.

NOTE: Individuals who register according to the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee VotingAct (UOCAVA) were

eludedm2etlgorGAYAleranun709 ledon
NOTE: Publicly, we had stated that there were 3,981 individuals who had registered after October 15" and voted. This

‘was based on a wrong assumption by one of our data analysts who concluded that the onlywaythe Official Canvass

Could tche Fra VedISS le was hess votes Togs 1 aacount sional alosre1fc
Coumadin Offa Camas.Whhe discrepancy besween she Oficial Camass dheIS mars re vry
ria a as amor,pionhonesaetard 9treeforhe
NOTE: The following chart illustrates the percentageofvoters by registered party that the Ballot Impacted numberer ster———————nsnoa oon

ComTw
ETrm ——
[oemocratrary| 1326 |
rte otto bece|333%|

[independent|ost |

NOTE: Please see Appendix A for the complete VMSS Final Voted File with allofthe various VM34 files.

NOTE: lessee Append O1for ofth te etretars wh voted.
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5681 REFERENCES
* ARS.§16:152 -RegistrationForm”
+ ARS.§16120-Elgibiitytovote®
* ARS§16:101=Qualfficationsofregistrant”

5.6.8.2 DATA FILES UTILIZED

[FleName 7 TwosAwh 1]
43070bc7afd40037cd4509269733654

Maricopa County-VM34 Voter Registration Nov 7, 2020 47b1c01829683283642bd84e440cb353
Maricopa County-VM34 Voter Registration Dec 4, 2020 2551690070253¢712737b050c4391269

5683 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation should be considered that would require applications developed and utilized for voter rolls or voting to be
developed to rigorous standards that ensure the confidentialityand integrity of the systems. This would prevent the
entry of invalid data. Specifically ts recommended that the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Application
Security Verification Standard (ASVS) Level 3 ba appliedto all applications associated with voter oll or voting and that
it be required thatthisbe fully validated no less than once every two years.

Ballots
5.6.9DATE OF REGISTRATION CHANGES TO EARLIER DATE Impacted

Dates of Registration in the Ful Voter Fil, also known as3VM34, are periodically changing, including changing to earlier
dates. Dates of Registration are significant because they can determine if someone is eligible to vote in an election, or if
they're not eligible. Based on communications with the Maricopa County Recorders Office, Dates of Registration should
never change except for fixing the occasional mistake.
Areview of the November 7, 2020, VM34 file and subsequent VM34 files for the remainder of 2020 and into 2021 show
591 dates of registration changes that would have mada someone eligible to vote in the November 2020 General
Election when their date of registration shown on the November 7 file would have prohibited it, Out of these 890 dates
of registration, 193 had their votes counted in the 2020 General Election despite still having an nsligible date of
registration on the November 7° VM34.

bigs fonn ales sou/ars 16/0015 bien
©bitgeJon ales sou/rs/16/00120 bm
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NOTE:Th allowing chat ltrates theparcantageofvoterby registeredparty tha thSalt Impacted umber
TepreanThshoutve ough 4aon the impact he corse ft ers ware cosbya verre and ctoer ttt ws someon altocar te.

EmTw
[refrtottobdr| 38205 |
[oemocratrary| iets |

[independent|os2% |
[Ubsraranpary| oso |

NOTE: less eeAppend Pfr mredeta othvoters whe registration dates ware changedn ier te

sim

areot tyor coco oo soevcevas nhrb.Fo avnWr
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56.9.1 REFERENCESseis -
* ARS. §16-120- Eligibilityto vote

* ARS.616101-Qualificationsof registrant™

5.6.9.2 DATA FILES UTILZED

[Flemame—  —— — TmosHash 1]eeCRYWE Fira Visa PETE FA PITCHETSIATIiSh
SoatoseshabTOdesEdEstearses CountyViVote Regitaton ov 5 2020 |PHeGISSoRS53536aaddsstuness

ariksps County WIT Vote Rgivaton Dec 1070 |FESAETIIT oOSOaors

56.93 RECOMMENDATION

Lago oudboconsidered that would require appications developed and tiled for vtrlsar voting tobe
Gevloped oviorousandard ths avr he conhoemniy end mepety ofthe syne Specialy, in
recommendeiGomaeon Soary eee AGHAaharyVeen nord
{eee evel pedolotsassocevs hater volo wou am toe otedtelly
eo rrr

EERIE
“https://www.azleggov/ars/16/0010Lhtm
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Ballots
5.6.10DUPLICATE VOTER IDs Impacted 1%

Individuals were found within the voter rll that had the same first name, last name, shared an adress at ne paint in
the past, and their birth years were within 10 years; suggesting they re the same persan, but multiple Voter IDs. In al
186 cases both VoterIDs voted i the2020 General lection.
NOTE: All Voter 0's associated with tis finding can be found in Appendix QL. Thisfinding is not any clear indication of
wrongdoing,and if wrongdoing occurred it may or may not have baen the resultofthe individual whose Voter IDi
listed inthis report. It s recommended thatthe Attorney General follow-up further and determineif any additional
action is needed.
NOTE: The following chart illustrates the percantag of voters by registered party that the Ballot Impacted number
represents. Thi should givea rough idea on the impact to the electorate if the votes were cast by the voters and not
‘another individual that was somehow able to cast avote.

[ayTw
[Democratparty| 465% |

15.93%
[independent| sax |
[Ubertarianparty| 15% |

5610.1 Data Fes Unuzep
[FileName ——— [woshsh 1]

‘Maricopa CountyVMS Final Voted Nov2020 PERG 43070bc7afd40037c44509209733654

56.102 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation should be considered that requires the periodic review of the voter rolls for duplicate entries by the same
name and year of birth. Legislation should also be considered that would require voter registration to validate that no
other registared voter on the rll registered with the same valid identification. This would prevent both accidental and
purposeful multiple registrations.
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Ballots
5.6.11MULTIPLEVOTERSVINKEDBYAFFSEQ Impacted 202

Each voter registration form has a unique, preprinted number on it much like a serialnumberon paper currency. This
number is called an affidavit sequence number or AFFSEQ. Its preprinted, usually in the upper right-hand corner of
every registration document. Each unique AFFSEQ number represents the specific registration document it i preprinted

Below is an example of an actual AFFSEQ number preprinted on a voter registration document. This specific AFFSEQ
umberJEN +houid ony ever be associated with the voter and voter 1D that iedout and signed this
registration form this number was printed on.

The County uses AFFSEQ numbers andtheircorresponding registration documents to record any changes or updates to
an individual voter'sregistration record. Everytime a voterfills out a registration document, whether it be to register for
the first time or to update their registration information with an address change, party change or signature update, the
AFFSEQ number preprinted ontheirform is recorded in thei voterrecord along with the date the formwas signed by
the registrant.A digital image of each registration document is created. The image is titled with the AFFSEQ number of
the document it represents. The AFFSEQ identifier number is unique to each transaction, unique to the voter, and
should never be repeated. As vith paper currency, if more than one bill i found vith the same serial number, then the

bills are examined to determine which bili the original and which i the duplicate.
Comparing the VSS Final Voted fil to the Maricopa County monthly VM34 files across time, between January 6, 2016-
June 6, 2021, resuited in 5,711 instances where an affidavit sequence number was shared by multiple voters. It was
confirmed with the County that AFFSEQ numbers are unique to the voter and should never be repeated.

Port sar ampedtr 5 mpl, An donot mpd 0 hot

Ofthe 5,711 instances of AFFSEQ numbers shared by multiple 2020 General Election voters, atleast one vote was cast.
+ In 101of these instances, BOTH voter IDs linked by AFFSEQ voted in 2020 General Election.

160,223 AFFSEQ images were provided which is an extremely small percentage of the total AFFSEQ images that are
recorded over time.
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Upon examining hundredsof thse AFFSEQ registration document imagesof vatrs sharing th sama AFFSEQ number,
was ound tht

+ The same parson is bing assigned more than ane voter D number
+ Voter danities and hei vater ID ar bing associated with ther individuals with diferent names, adresses,

identifying information and evenof the opposite gender

The registration document images of l shared AFFSEQ numbers ned tobe axaminedtodetermine which associated
votris comely associated with the document
Thres sample of the typesof sues we found nthe 5711 instances ar documantad below
Sama Parson with Two Different Voter 10's Linked by AFFSEQLBoth Voter 10s Voted n GE2020:
inthis sampl instance, the sama parson, with he name misspelled the voter registration database, shires an AFFSEQ
with harsel and sl has io voter10. nthe images blow you can hat th sam person filed aut two registration
forms 10 days apart, she was gvam a nique vote ID each instance eve though both forms ware ied out withthe
Same name, addres, birth date and hone umber. A vote was castbymailn alotfo bth voter Ds.

ttchangenvoren von| wear | vase| mu ssP ame adden | 0%|etn|lima| Ari| Sethe a
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Same Person withthe Secondary Voter ID Given a Different Name and Address-Both Voter Ds Voted GE2020:
The first image below shows the vote information fo two voters that share the same AF¢SEQ numberJE
County records how that in the 1/6/2015 M3fe that NIN <= th sareAFFSEQ number
ith he: t:0 voters have diffrent names, addresses, and birth yeas.
Inthe registration image blow, you can see that Lancaster filled out registration form on 4/10/2018. The preprinted
AFSEQ number on th form vasJERI=i birhyearas 1976 on tis form. ts sted as 1975 in is
voter record. He included is driver icense number3 identifying information. On this form nthe owerright hand
corner, a county employee wrote the voter ID number] | identifying the connection with that voter ID. In row 1
ofthe voter recorbelow, you see thatvoterIDnumber] oeiongs toJ,nc!SN Te County
employee identified that Lancasterwas connected withJJ in some way. The date the County employee stamped
this form is April 23, 2018. Both vote D3 were used to vote i the 2020 General Election.
Info 2 you can see that Lancaster has a voter 10 number ofJERINN rex: inthe VM record is
in Phosnix. This corresponds with hi voter registration form below

pe ws
oseot Grange| uneRegion cuca| rsa |MO

we
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Male Voter Filled Out Regsitration Form but a Female is Recorded as Associated with His Registration Form, Both Are 
Linked by AFFSEQ-Both Voter IDs Voted GE2020: 

Just as no two voters should share an AFFSEQ number, no two voters should share a voter ID number. The County 
confirmed that voter IDs are generated automatically and that they are never reused. It was found that not only are two 
voters sharing an AFFSEQ number, but they are also sharing a voter ID number. 

 registered to vote on 9/25/2018. The AFFSEQ on his registration form is . He was given 
voter ID number of  In row 1 below you can see that his voter ID number is now associated with , a 
female, at a different address in Phoenix. This unknown person who is using  original voter ID voted 
in the 2020 General Election using a mail in ballot.  voted in person on election day. 

 filled out a registration form again on . He was given voter ID number .  
voted in 2020 General Election in person at the polls.  We do not have an image of this voter registration as it was not in 
the limited AFFSEQ images supplied to us by the County. 



oy cohen rn EE23 el | maser] ennrgine

NOTE: Th olluin chart ustrte the pacentageof ter by regard arty that th Slot impacted umber
oeriotawssomoal 0cr te.
Cmwe

Freer otobere| 22%
independent



56111 REFERENCES
State ofArizona=2019 ElectionsProceduresManual

56.112  DaAFiLEs Unzeo

© itp a7c00 gout defaultfles 2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED pdf
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56.11.3 RECOMMENDATION

Legato hou bo somsdred that would equiappar developed and ued for vt rll or voting tobe
recommended that the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Application Security Verification Standard

(ASVS) Level 3 be applied to all applications associated with voter rolls or voting and that it be required that this be fullyldmetrotenanon srry yo
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Ballots
5.6.12DOUBLE SCANNED&COUNTED BALLOTS impacted *°

While examining batch discrepancies between the hand count and the Maricopa County Cast Ve Record (CVR) totals,
we discovered that the county double counted ballots. We continue to review the Dominion images to identify the total
number of double counted ballots. EVC4/10-26 thru 10-28/3385 which has a S0-ballot discrepancy is presented as an
example below. The image shows ane of 50 balots that were tabulated twice giving each associatedvoter two votes.

5612.1 DataFiLes Unuzeo

Maricopa County 2020 General Election Cast Vote Record_| c31a234714b7582¢b174907be315260
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 RECOMMENDATION 
Maricopa County officials should audit the tabulation process daily to ensure no batches are scanned and tabulated 
multiple times.       

 UOCAVA ELECTRONIC BALLOTS DOUBLE COUNTED  
 

Ballots 
Impacted 6 

During our hand count, we identified multiple UOCAVA ballots that had been printed and duplicated more than once 
(e.g., Double Votes). Below is one example of one double printed UOCAVA ballot that was assigned two different serial 
numbers and submitted for duplication.  This would result in two votes being counted for this one voter.    

 

 

 REFERENCES 
• EAC - 2018 UOCAVA Data Set 46  

 

 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered which would require that systems utilized for UOCAVA would keep track of and help 
prevent the double-printing of ballots. 

  

 
46 https://www.eac.gov/research-and-data/datasets-codebooks-and-surveys 



Ballots
5.6.14DUPLICATE BALLOTS REUSE SERIAL NUMBERS Impacted ©

Duplicate Ballots wer found reusing serial numbers. Without unique serial numbers its near impossible to match an
original ballot (OSD) with ts duplicated ballot (DUP).
Below is an exampleof aserial umber used multpl times:

EVH1/11-11/DUP 175044 DUP294104
Original Damaged Ballots $08 |sb| bupaseios

[OriginalLargePrint SenttoDuplication2|Ds0| ouasatos |
[__ospranpomsampieReview2|oso| ouewiszs |

EVH1/11-07/DUP9582 DUP171329
Original Damaged Ballots 508 |05D| DUPL71329

5614.1 REFERENCES
«State of Arizona — 2019 Elections Procedures Manual”
+ ARS. §16:621 -Proceedingsat the counting centr

56.142 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation should be considered that would explicitly require each damaged ballot o have a unique serial number in
order to matchit up with ts original.

Mos oriosgou/es/defaules/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED pdf
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5.7 Informational Findings

we
5.7.1AUDIT INTERFERENCE Impacted

Runbeck Election Services is a privately owned company that provided election services including the printing of all mail

ballots for Maricopa County inthe 2020 General Election. Prior tothe start of the audit, members of the audit team
conducted research into the paper, nk, toner and formaofthe offical balots.As part ofthat research, the audit team
contacted Runbeck CEO, to ask several general questions about the ballots used in the 2020 General Election. tal,
the CEO agreedtoa call but then askedfo the questions in writing. As requested, the audit team sent Mr. Ellington 5
general questions via email. Mr. Ellington respondedtothat email and said that Maricopa County instructed him that
vendors, even private companies, should not speak vith auditors. Maricopa County refusedtoprovide the information
about the ballot paper and ballot printing and then interfered with the auditor's communication with Runbeck, a private
‘company that does business with hundreds ofother jurisdictions and entities.

57.11 RECOMMENDATION

Legislators should consider legislation that would prohibit interference with legislative investigationsunderacriminal
penalty.

Ballots
5.7.2BATCH DISCREPANCIES Impacted "V/A

Acomparisonofour hand count totals to the CVR total has revealed numerous discrepanciss. We are in the process of
comparing the Dominion images of ballots to determine the causeof the discrepancy. Below are two examples of
discrepancies.

EVC1/10-31/6841 | 6841, 6835, 6553, 6875, 6966, 6717, 6807
Above: Maricopa CountyBallot Transfer Manifest showing EV batches in the box.

Above: Maricopa County Daily Ballot Summary for 10-31-2020 Tabulator C1. Note that BTC Batch 40 has 95 ballots and
87C Batch 41 has 104 ballots which combine to make up EV Batch 6717 which should have 199 total ballots.
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| scotocoss I~oorToooss|ses | vee |
JoecorooassT~0001Too0ss| 57|100|
JosootooassT™oecot[oocss|ses |16|
|“e001oouss I”o6001T0003|eos|200 |
| oecot_ooos7 I~ 0600 Too0s7| 760|200 |

Ioe001 aoa —ooo01 owe[75|20|

|osoo1ooo42 I”ootT"ooosz| 785| 190 |
JoecorooossT~0001Toooas |702 |100|
|_osoorooossToeco1ToooesT706 T veo|

The CUR summary, pictured above, shows that BTCBatch40 had 200 ballots tabulated and BTC Bach 1 had 199 ballots
tabulated. These numbers do not match the Blue Sheet totals. Pallet 7 Box EVC1/10-31/6841 has only 1396 ballots but

the CVA shows 1500ballots. Thiresls in a discrepancyof104ballots.
5.7.21 DATA FiLEs UTiLzeo

I—— I
MaricopaCounty Dal Ballot summary
MaricopaCounty 7020 General Foci CostVos Focord | 316737Ib7S83b 7650708315760

5722 RECOMMENDATION

Maricopa County official conduct diy aut and quality control messure o reduce errors
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 COMMINGLED DAMAGED AND ORIGINAL BALLOTS   
Ballots 

Impacted N/A 

The 2019 Election Procedure Manual requires that all original damaged ballots sent to duplication be placed in an 
envelope or container labeled “Ballots that have been duplicated.”  The County delivered boxes of ballots that were 
commingled and incorrectly identified.  Batches identified on the manifest as original ballots were, in fact, machine 
duplicated ballots.  The auditors could not rely on the County’s description of ballot boxes or batches identified on the 
manifest. Hours of careful examination were required to unravel the inaccurate documents provided to ensure that 
votes were not counted twice.  

As an example, in Box EVH1/11-07/MC17349, the manifest shows that there are 14 batches of original ballots. When the 
auditors opened the boxes to count the ballots, they observed 7 batches of original ballots, 8 batches of duplicate 
ballots and one batch missing from the manifest.  Batches of duplicate ballots in boxes of original undamaged ballots is a 
difficult issue to unravel. During the hand count, we also identified several instances of damaged ballots in boxes with 
original ballots.  We are unable to determine if the damaged ballots had been duplicated and tabulated as duplicates.  
The Election Procedures Manual makes it clear that damaged ballots sent to duplication must be separated and the 
County did not consistently adhere to this rule.  

The Arizona Secretary of State claims that duplicate ballots and the original damaged ballots sent to duplication are to 
be segregated. In case No. CV2020-015285, Roopali Desai represented Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs and said:  

 THE COURT: And those are segregated? I'm – those-- they don't get put in the pile where we're not going to be 
able to find them anymore, right? We know where those are? 

MS. DESAI: Duplicated ballots are -- those are --the original as well as the duplicated ballots are, by statute, 
segregated and preserved.   

 REFERENCES 
• Arizona Supreme Court Case – CV2020-01528549 
• State of Arizona – 2019 Elections Procedures Manual50 

 RECOMMENDATION 
All duplicated ballots should be separated and properly identified as duplicates.  All original damaged ballots sent to 
duplication should be separated and properly identified in compliance with the EPM.   

  

 
49 https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/20/20-809/163521/20201211121632424 12-11-
20%20Appendix%20Ward%20v%20Jackson.pdf 
50 https://azsos.gov/sites/default/files/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED.pdf 



Ballots
5.7.4EARLY VOTES NOT ACCOUNTEDFOR IN EV33 meted VA

The EV33 Early Voting Return Files do not contain entries for 255,326 Early Voters which are recorded in the VMSS Final
Voted File. Individuals that vote as part of Early Voting, either by mail or in person, should have an EV33 entry related to
their castingof a vote containing details3 to when and how that vote was cast. Without an EV33these details are
unavailable, and it could make some types of audits impossible

[BallotType [NumberofVoters|

NOTE: Please see Appendix 51 for a complete lst of the entries from the VMSS fle without EV33s.

57.4.1 REFERENCES
« ARS.§16:558.01- Mailing of Ballots”
© ARS.§16246- Early Balloting”
+ ARS.§16:502 Request for ballot™

5.7.42 DATAFiLEs Unuzeo
[FileName—— TmosHash |

EV33.1377-10:09-2020_101111.¢ F14207089173002371641177966110
EV33.1377-10-12-2020 113210: 72006c10263539b4dd1504454357565
EV33.1377-10-13-2020_111553.t 9514841281c031533322b50aabb6a2e
EV33:1377-10-14-2020_112757.0t 1675374749692db ded62ed5ea897
EV33:1377-10-15-2020_12133Lxt dec7d08Aded970c26032b8cE4440a
EV33:1377-10-16-:2020_113522.t 10a632¢31d9b517748504dc119be31
EV33:1377-10-19-2020_111708.t 4b80b692291882d40844a89746227287

57d1795db8be71d5166293506347fb3a

03551f170bf7580fc90c013d0fe20467
dbfdd369ac148723540c83614ccadsd
0b68adff779f59¢70a530000bf989aca
a6fc7377bf6c61e6653f539¢5970a67
437585929019040305d5ed34aalObech
4100305062ca730221271731e114038
Scilie5ea?141402276043454435517

EV33-1377-11:02-2020_111214xt 5415b586862022153400550ce010207

5 bitge fons ales sou a/16/00556.01 rm

 bitge fon ales uf rs 16/00542 rm
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 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that requires that the various election related systems to properly integrate to give 
accurate and consistent counts between the mail-in ballots cast, mail-in ballots received, mail-in ballots accepted, mail-
in ballots rejected, and be able to reconcile these details with who voted in the final voted file. 

 HIGH BLEED-THROUGH RATES ON BALLOTS  
 

Ballots 
Impacted N/A 

A large number of the ballots from in-person voting, primarily on Election Day (ED), experienced bleed-through where 
the marks from one-side of the ballot were clearly visible on the other side of the ballot. This does not happen when the 
manufacturer recommended paper is utilized under normal circumstances.  

The biggest concern with bleed through is if it occurs in a place that might somehow impact the reading of the ballot on 
the other side of the paper. Ballots are generally designed to minimize this potential by offsetting the races on each side 
of the paper so that if bleed-through does happen it is a safe distance away from the ballot ovals on the other side of the 
paper. Maricopa County Ballots were designed in this manner. 

The effect of this offsetting can be hampered, however, if the ballot printer is not in calibration (Please see Section 
5.7.10, “Out of Calibration Ballot Printers”). When this occurs the miscalibration causes the front of the ballot to not 
align where it was intended to on the back of the ballot. If this miscalibration is off enough it could allow the bleed-
through to fill out a ballot oval on the other side of the paper and cast a vote, cause an overvote, or simply confuse the 
tabulator enough to send the ballot to adjudication. Out of the several thousand ballot images that were manually 
reviewed we could not find any images where bleed-through was close enough to a ballot oval to cause mistabulation, 
nor did we see any immediate correlation with adjudication. The Dominion tabulators appeared to focus on the actual 
oval and no bleed-through example was found where a ballot printer was so miscalibrated it actually filled a portion of 
the oval.  



I

—_ A

-_

®
re I Gree oanacetete. he ed oes ho te ocdsopom ovr do.

5.751 REFERENCES

«Dominion Printing & Finishing Specifications™

$7.52 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation should be considered that would require that the election equipment be properly maintained, including, butmot limited t snsuring that ballot printers ara he proper calibration.

6.7.5.3INSTANCES
Kinematic Artifact processing is currently evaluating the ballot images to do a full analysis of bleed-through. A full report

documenting sll of the bleed through is expected the coming weeks At tis tm, hs particular issue appears1 be
systemic to any nor-Runbeck printed ballots

hitsfu so stat co slots loconsVtingtes 0S Democtacyites1 documentation SDC PriningSpciicatonSiiogd
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 IMPROPER PAPER UTILIZED  
 

Ballots 
Impacted N/A 

A large number of the ballots from in-person voting, utilized paper that is not recommended by the manufacturer of the 
tabulators for use in the systems. This can result in higher jam rates, more bleed through, and could theoretically impact 
the readability of the ballots by the scanners, but this last case is extremely unlikely. At this time 10 different papers 
have been found. Several of these paper stocks include paper with the weight from 20lb to 30lbs; when the generally 
accepted best practice for voting is to utilize ballot stock of 80lbs or higher. Since this type of paper is generally not 
tested within the equipment, nor part of the Logic and Accuracy testing, the effects of utilizing it is unclear.  

The large number of papers utilized during this election and the lack of official reporting about what paper stocks were 
utilized made it difficult to identify any potential counterfeit ballots. Standardization on these details would more greatly 
facilitate future audits. 

 REFERENCES 
• Dominion Printing & Finishing Specifications55 

 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that would require that paper stocks utilized on election day should conform to 
manufacturer recommendations to ensure that the paper that has been tested in the device is what is actually utilized to 
cast votes. Legislation should also be considered that mandates the standardization of paper utilized for the election 
including requiring that the ballot stock amounts utilized be fully accounted for and tracked. 

 INSTANCES 
Kinematic Artifact processing is currently evaluating the ballot images to do a full analysis of types of paper utilized. A 
full report documenting all of the papers utilized is expected in the coming weeks. 

  

 
55 https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/elections/VotingSystems/DVS-DemocracySuite511/documentation/SD-IC-PrintingSpecification-
5-11-CO.pdf 
 



Ballots
5.7.7INACCURATE IDENTIFICATION OF UOCAVA BALLOTS impacted V/A

Maricopa County identified only ane box on the manifest ss having UOCAVA Original Ballots sent to duplication. The audit
team examined ll ther boxes of ballots and idtifed other boxes that were inaccurately labeled. All UOCAVA balots
identified by the County were 8 4”X 11” copie of electronically submitted voted ballots. UOCAVA ballots ire found in
boxed labeled Braille Ballots and boxes labeled the generic Original Ballots/Damaged/Sent to Duplication. This inaccurate:

Iabaling of UOCAVA boxes gave the impression tha there ware far ewer UGCAVA ballots than were actually counted.

sen ss -
Ceeemee ote tes
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57.71 RECOMMENDATION

Legsation shouldbe considered that requires UOCAVA systemstobe designed in a manner to prevent potential
multiple copies of UOCAVA ballots from being printed.
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Ballots
5.7.8MISSING SUBPOENA ITEMS impacted V/A

The original subposna dated January 13, 2021, required Maricopa County to provide “Access to all origina, paper ballots
(including but not mite o early ballots, lection Day Ballots and Provisional Bllts)." The auditors did not recave the
following original ballots:

+ Rejected Provisional Ballots
+ Uncured Mai Ballots
«Ballots returned totheCounty as undeliverable

Failingto receive these components prevented portionsoftheaudit frombeingcomplted, such as validating that the
ight number of provisional ballots existed, and that allots returned to the County as undeliverable were properly
accounted for and were not reused in some other context, Since these items were not provided, this work was not able
to be completed.

salts
5.7.9NO RECORD OF VOTERS IN COMMERCIAL DATABASE Impacted

All voters within the Final Voted File, or VMSS, ws cross-chacked against a commercially available data source provided
by Melissa™ called Personator and 86,391 individuals were found with no record in the database for either their name,

or anyone with the zame 3st name at the adres in the VMS fil. It s expected that most f notal of these indiidusls
are in fact real peopl with a limited public record and commercial presence. highly recommended that this st be
further validated with canvassing to determine what percentage of these voters represent current and valid voters.

Personator isabest in-class identity and address validation tool. confirms that an individual s associated with an
address, indicates prior and current addresses, racks when and whare the individual moves, tracks date-of-birth and
date-of death. To accomplish this t utilized bothprivate and government data sources such az the US Postal Service's
National Change of Address (NCOR) servis, and the Social Security Administration's Master Death Lit.

NOTE: The folowing chart lustrate the percentage of voters by registered party tha the Ballot Impacted number
represents. Thi should give a rough idea on the impact to the electorate if the votes were cast by the voters and not
another individual that was somehow able to castavote

[pyTT % 7]
Err——

[PreferNottoDeclare| 29.83% |
Republican Party

[independent [755% |
[reenparty| oi |

5.791 DATA FiLes UTIuZED

[FleName— Twoshsh 1]
30hORTHSORETS

asfmoi com
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 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that requires a periodic review and maintaining of the voter rolls to be sure it 
represents current Arizona residents. 

 OUT OF CALIBRATION BALLOT PRINTERS   
 

Ballots 
Impacted N/A 

A large number of ballots appear to have been printed on printers not properly calibrated. This means that the front-
page of the ballot is not consistently aligned with the back page of the ballot. The way this alignment presented 
appeared to be unique for each vote center printer. This is contrary to manufacturer guidelines and recommendations 
and could theoretically result in inconstant reading of votes across all the different tabulators, although we identified no 
instances of this issue causing a ballot to be tabulated incorrectly in the several thousand images reviewed.  
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 REFERENCES 
• Dominion Printing & Finishing Specifications57 

 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that would require that the election equipment be properly maintained, including, but 
not limited to ensuring that ballot printers are properly calibrated.  

 INSTANCES 
The Kinematic Artifact processing is currently processing ballot images to fully map all printer miscalibrations. A full 
report is expected in the coming weeks.  

 REAL-TIME PROVISIONAL BALLOTS  
 

Ballots 
Impacted N/A 

The Arizona Secretary of State Elections Procedures Manual identifies circumstances that require the issuance of a 
Provisional Ballot.  If a voter appears in the e-pollbook or signature roster as having received an early ballot by mail, but 
the voter wants to vote in person on Election Day, that voter must be issued a Provisional Ballot.  However, Maricopa 
County reported 58,550 voters who had received mail ballots but were issued standard ballots on Election Day.  The 
County identifies these as “real-time Provisional Ballots.”  There is no mention of real-time provisional in the AZ Elections 
Procedures Manual.  In fact, the EPM specifically addresses this circumstance and is clear that such voters must be issued 
a Provisional ballot.   

There appears to be no statutory authority for Maricopa County to deviate from the EPM and issue standard ballots to 
voters who had already received a mail ballot.  We identified no instances of these voters casting more than one ballot, 
however.  

This was reported as a note at the bottom of page 12,329 of the November General Election Canvass Final -below:  

 

A.R.S. § 16-579(F). Issuing a Provisional Ballot  

1. Circumstances Requiring Issuance of a Provisional Ballot:  
Voter Received an Early Ballot  
A voter must be allowed to vote a provisional ballot if the voter appears on the signature roster or e-pollbook as 
having received an early ballot-by-mail, but either:  

(1) affirms that they have not voted and will not vote the ballot-by-mail; or 
(2) surrenders the ballot-by-mail to the inspector on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(B) 

Voters who appear at a voting location with a ballot-by-mail that has not been voted, along with the affidavit 
envelope, may use a privacy booth at the voting location to mark the ballot-by-mail. In this circumstance, the voter 

 
57 https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/elections/VotingSystems/DVS-DemocracySuite511/documentation/SD-IC-PrintingSpecification-
5-11-CO.pdf 
 



does not sign in and the voter must place the voted ballot-by-mail in its affidavit envelope, sign the affidavit
‘envelope, and place the envelope in the early ballotdrop-offcontainer at the voting location.

57.111 REFERENCES
+ State of Arizona-2019 Elections Procedures Manual
* ARS§16:570-Procedure for obtaining ballot by elector”

5.7.11.2 DATA Fies Uniuzeo
[FleName———  ——  Twoshwsh 7]

11-03-2020-0 Canvass COMPLETE NOV2020| ce62cc061b6bb36bAfdd0aadgsbadble

5.7113 RECOMMENDATION
Maricopa County should explain this deviation from the Elections Procedures Manual.

Ballots
5.7.12VOTER REGISTRATION SYSTEM AUDIT ACCESS Impacted

‘Oneof the most important components of the audit was the analysis of the voter registration system and records of
authorized or unauthorized access to that system. Our audit team has been denied the access required to complete this
portionofthe audit. In the Senate's subpoena dated January 12, 2021, Maricopa County was ordered to provide the
‘auditors access to, or control of all equipment used in connection with the administration of the 2020 election. Ina
second subpoena, dated luly 26, 2021, the County was ordered to provide all reports, finding and other documents
concerning the voter registration breach. The response from the County claims that they are not aware of a breach.

1. "All reports, findings and other documents concerning any breach of the voter registration server, the]
Maricopa County Recorder's Office ystems, or any other aspect of the Maricopa County elections systems,
‘at any time within six months of the November 3, 2020 general election”

The Board of Supervisors is not aware of any “breach, as sated above, occuring during this ime period, or any
other time period relevanttothe November 3, 2020 election. The BoardofSupervisors is aware of an incident in
November 2020 wherein an individual programmatically accessed the County Reconder’s website and gathered
publicly available information fora short period of time. The Recarder’s website is in no way connected 0 the air-
gapped tabulation system in the secure room where ballots are counted. To the extent you are requesting records
related tothisincident, you recently made a publi records request © both theMaricopa County Recorder and the
Board of Supervisors fequesting similar information. As aways, the Board of Supervisors will comply with your
publi records request promptly consistent with Arizona law. We hereby request tha you accept our response to
your public records request n liu of production pursuant 0 his subpoena.

Claiming that this breach was nothing more than unauthorized access to public data has not been supported with
‘evidence. According to a news article published December 4, 2020, Maricopa County confirmed voter data had been
stolen and that afederal investigation was under way. CISA considers voter registration systems tobe critical
infrastructure and thus requires states and countiesto implement the highest levels of security. The only way to ensure
that there is one vote for every legally registered voteri careful control of the voter registration database.

5 https /arsos ou/stes/defaul/fles/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL APPROVED pdf
https: Joss asleg sou/ars/16/00579 him
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 REFERENCES 
• Maricopa County Letter to Arizona Senate60  
• Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency (CISA)61  

 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that would require applications developed and utilized for voter rolls or voting to be 
developed to rigorous standards that ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the systems. Specifically, its 
recommended that the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Application Security Verification Standard 
(ASVS) Level 3 be applied to all applications associated with voter rolls or voting and that it be required that this be fully 
validated no less than once every two years. 

 QUESTIONABLE BALLOTS   
Ballots 

Impacted N/A 

Analysis of the paper ballots has discovered ballots which exhibit characteristics that are anomalous and do not match 
known legitimate ballots. This includes color ballots that are missing Machine Identification Codes (MIC), as well as 
ballots that are demonstrating consistent printing irregularities that suggest they were not printed with the standard 
ballot PDF generated from the Dominion Election Management System (EMS). These irregularities may have logical 
explanations, but these explanations are not immediately evident. 

NOTE: The questionable ballots have been reviewed to determine if they favor one presidential candidate over another 
presidential candidate. No discernable pattern could be determined. This highly suggests that these are not counterfeit 
but do require some sort of explanation. 

 REFERENCES 
• Maricopa County Election Facts and Myths62 
• Runbeck Printing Website63 
• HP PageWide WebPress T HD Specification64  

 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislators should consider passing laws standardizing the papers and printing process utilized for printing ballots and 
requiring documentation to be kept of all papers utilized. This will facilitate determining if a ballot is in fact genuine and 
remove any areas for confusion. 

  

 
60 https://www.maricopa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/70435/Final-Signed-Letter-to-Senators 
61 https://www.cisa.gov/election-security 
62 https://recorder.maricopa.gov/justthefacts/ 
63 https://runbeck.net/election-solutions/election-printing-mailing/ 
64  https://www.hp.com/us-en/commercial-industrial-printing/pagewide/t250-hd-web-presses.html 



6 VOTING MACHINE FINDINGS

The following section outinesal findings elated tothe voting machines including the analysis and discoveries during
the Voting Machine phasesofthe viork.

6.1 Voting Machine Scoring
Cyber Ninjasutiles risk ranking system based on the i
uidelines outlinedby NIST publication 800-30, “Guide for a.Eonarwk sosesmanteametsear thot[iow |Wed [igh cic]

severity is assigned to a finding based on a combination of [Critical|
the likelihood the finding could impact the election, or the [WER|
abitytoaudit the lection and the impact it couldhave on |Medium_|
the election results. [ow1]

Table 1: lectionsk Matric
Both the likelihood and the impact of the fining are rated
independently ona scale from “Low” to “Critical.” These ratings are then combined utilizing th risk matrix represented
in Table 1 to determine the associated severity or the sue.

6.2 Digital Analysis Summary
“Becausethe MaricopaCounty Board of Supervisors and the Arizona State Senate have recentlysetled their dispute
concerning outstanding subpoena tems, this portionof the audits not yet complate. Analysis of those tems that were
produced, however, clearly demonstrated that the Maricopa County voting systems did not follow CISA or industry
standard cyber security best practices.

First Maricopa County personnel did not control the administrative iButton credentials necessaryto configure, validate

and certify the ICP2 tabulators. Second, Maricopa County did not properly assign and manage the user names and
passwords necessary to restrict access the voting systems. The user accounts were not attributable to an individual,

ratherthey were shared throughout the staff. Furthermore, the same password was utilized by multiple accounts and

was never changed since the installationofthe Dominion software. That same password was used by both

administrative and user accounts. fauser had access to user level account, that userhad al the knowledge necessary
to perform administrative functions with elevated access. Third, the windows security and activity logs were not
preserved for the required 22 months following the election, thus significantly hampering the analysisof authorized

activity. It did appearthat the Dominion software specific logs were preserved, but thoselogsdo did not provide the

same levelofdetail or data tha the Windows operating system logs did for security events, remote login events or other
user activity. Fourth, there was a clear apse inthe hardware configuration monitoring and baseline in the Maricopa
County voting systems as evidenced by the presence of an unauthorized second bootable hard drive in the Adjudication

2 workstation.

63 Summary Table
[#[ FindngName  T ukelhood | impact | Severity|
[641] Election ManagementSystem Database Purged| High | High | High |
[642] ~~ Electionfilesbeleted | Wgh | Wgh | gh |
[eas] Comuptbalotimages | Hgh | Wgh | gn |
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Missing Ballot Images [Wedom| High|Medum |
Failure to Follow Basic Cyber Security Practices |__Medium |__High |Medum_|

[ess] Subpoenaed Equipment Not Provided |Medom| High | Medium |
[654]  Fnonymousiogins | Wedum | Medum | Medum |
[ess] Dual Boot System Discovered [Medium|Medium|Medium_|
[656  EMSOporatingSystomLogsNot Preserved| Low| High | Medum|
[0| ElectionDataFoundfromOtherStates | Low | Medum | Low |

6.4 High Findings

6.4. 1ELECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DATABASE PURGED Ukelihood: High Impact: High
The Election Management System (EMS) database which holds al details associated with the 2020 General lection was
purged and al the election results were cleared by a ResultsTally and Reporting Admin on February 2 at 5:14 pm; the
evening before the Pro & V audit was scheduled to offically start. This means that these results were not avaiable for
Pro &V or SU to perform any type of audit, nor were they available for Cyber Ninjas to review. The next day Pro V &V
then proceeded to add new tabulators for their audit, and they imported results into these tabulators further clearing
remnants of the database. Its worth noting that the Dominion software fully supports creatinga ful copy of an existing
election project; and f acleared database was required for Pro V &V to perform their audit, they could have first
duplicated the existing Election Project. Neither ofthe “auditors” retained by Maricopa County identified this finding in
their reports.
NOTE: While the log fil clearly indicates thatthe results and imageswer also purged as partof the process, the
majority of theimages did appear to be reloaded back to the system at some point. There were images missing and a
number of corrupt images as can be seen inthe other findings
NOTE: On August 26 the Maricopa County Boardof Supervisors was requested to explain the reasoning for this activity
but has chosen not to respond

Figure 2. Usetog shows hot RTRAdin Sccesfly Purged the 20201103 Election Dotabase andFiles.
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 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that could more greatly facilitate audits to be performed and require the counties to 
cooperate with the audits when they occur. Specifically, the county should be required to provide all the details needed 
to have a fully functional Election Management System where results can be reviewed. 

 ELECTION FILES DELETED Likelihood: High Impact: High 

According to the Master File Table (MFT) of the drives, a large number of files on the Election Management System 
(EMS) Server and HiPro Scanner machines were deleted including ballot images, election related databases, result files, 
and log files. These files would have aided in our review and analysis of the election systems as part of the audit. The 
deletion of these files significantly slowed down much of the analysis of these machines.  Neither of the “auditors” 
retained by Maricopa County identified this finding in their reports. 

 

  



64211 Deletion Activity on the EMS C\Drive
The EMSserver that was produced contained six hard drives. Two of those hard drives were configured ina mirrored
configuration and contained the operating system and install programs. This mirrored drive was assigned the drive.
letter “C" and was the boot drive for the EMS. Between 10/28/20 08:52:36AM and 11/05/20 05:58:58PM 865
directoriesand 85,673 election related files (scanned ballots, dv file, slog txt ils, etc.) were delated from the EMS
C\ drive. Afull listing is provided in the file named Files and Directories Deleted from the EMS C Drive.txt

Figure Example of Election Relted File DeletionfromEMS C Drive
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64212 Deletion Activity on the EMS DA Drive
The other four (4] hard drives were configured in a 0+1 hardware raid configuration that contained a single 2.1
Terabyte partition. For the purposes of this examination this raid was manually reconstructed and mounted as a single
2.178 drive. This mounted image was then imaged using the FTK Imager software package. The resulting forensic
image was then utilized for analysis. Thisdrive contained the dominion election data, election definitions, the election
databases, the NAS directory and the scanned ballot images. Between 11/01/20 10:37:41AM and 03/16/21
10:17.06AM 9,571 directories and 1,064,746 election related files were delated from the D drive. These delated files
include scanned ballot images, ICX results, context.spx files, choice. sp files, dvd fils from the tabulators, and other
election related files. A full listing of the deletions is provided in the file Files and Directories Deleted from the EMS D.
Drive.tet.

Figure Trump Ballot Image Created and Deleted on 1 Nov 2020 fom DA Drive
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Figure 7-0cleted Election Result ile on 5 November2020 from 0: Drive

64.213 Deleted Directories andFiles from HiPro 1
FiPro 1 Deleted Files and Folders— 308 Directories and 59,387 files containing election data were deleted from the
HiPro scanner number 3 (CyFIR evidence number AZAUD-C-096) by an individual using the account hipradmin01. These
files were deleted on 3 March 2021 between 03/03/21 12:53:34PM and 03/03/21 01:37:49PM.

Figure 8.0cleted Election Related Files from Hib 1
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 Deleted Directories and Files from HiPro 3 
HiPro 3 Deleted Files and Folders – 1,016 Directories and 196,463 files containing election data were deleted from the 
HiPro scanner number 3 (CyFIR evidence number AZAUD-C-099) by an individual using the account hipradmin03.  These 
files were deleted on 3 March 2021 between 03/03/21 01:26:32PM and 03/03/21 01:37:49PM. 

 

Figure 9-Deleted Election Related Files from HiPro3 

 Deleted Directories and Files from HiPro 4 
HiPro 4 Deleted Files and Folders – 981 Directories and 191,295 files containing election data were deleted from the 
HiPro scanner number 4 (CyFIR evidence number AZAUD-C-098) by and individual using the hiproadmin04 account.  
These files were deleted on 3 March 2021 between 03/03/21 02:32:47PM and 03/03/21 02:44:32PM.   
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Figure 10-Deleted Election Related Files on HiPro4 

 CORRUPT BALLOT IMAGES Likelihood: High Impact: High 

The audit has discovered 263,139 ballot images on the election system that are corrupt and unreadable TIFF format 
images. It is unclear what events could have resulted in this number of images being corrupted. The corruption of the 
ballot images in the election system only occurs for ballots that were scanned on or after November 1, 2020.  No 
corruption of ballot images occurred in the 1,347,240 ballots processed on the same nine high-speed scanners prior to 
November 1, 2020.  The image corruption is incongruous with the performance of those same nine high-speed scanner 
systems during the entire election prior to November 1, 2020.  For each of the eight high-speed scanners used for ballots 
scanned starting on November 1, approximately half of the TIFF images are corrupted. The corruption prevents the audit 
team from confirming the efficacy of the vote totals and the correlation to the paper ballots stored in the various 
batches. 

TIFF image batches were corrupted in some way and not entirely readable for the purposes of the audit. This means that 
it was impossible to confirm that the electronically recorded votes corresponded to the corrupted TIFF ballot images. In 
this scenario it is possible that manipulation of the electronic vote totals occurred in the instances where the TIFF 
images are corrupted. These corrupt TIFF images are not in the folder structure where finally adjudicated ballots are 
held.  Instead, the corrupted adjudicated ballots for “Early Vote Spare 2” are located amongst what appear to be test 
batch ballot images. 

NOTE: Because these images are critical, a new copy of these images was requested from Maricopa County, but a 
response was not given. 
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Figure 11 - Early Vote Spare 2 Misallocated and Corrupted Ballots. 

Figure 12 - HiPro 1 Early Vote Spare 2 Showing 97,098 Ballot Tiff Images, Showing the High Volume on these Devices. 



Figure 13 Example oder showing corupt TIF imoges Th corupt images iter will
not displaya pre-viewat al or the ballot willbe partially blocked our.

In addition, thevery same nine (9) high speed tabulators processed more than 1.3millionvotes from October 20, 2020,
to October 31, 2020 without corrupting any TIFF ballot images. It is anomalous that these high-speed scanners had no
errors for the eleven-day period prior to November 1, 2020, but had issues starting on November 1.
NOTE: The top level of the EMS folder structure containing all of the scanners zip files with the unadjudicated ballots
(except the aforementioned missing ballots) are present. The corrupted ballots by file name do appear inthese zip files,
but none of the ballots in this folder structure are adjudicated.

6.4.31 DataFies Unuzeo

‘AZAud-E-089-1_EMS PRIMARY\AZAUG-E-089-1 EMS PRIMARY| 95361531c4969da815703858633d414

6.4.32 REPRODUCTIONSTEPS
In order to locate and find the corrupt ballots, the Unix “find” command can be employed in conjunction with the “file”
“grep,” and “we” (word count) command to determine if the ballot image is indeed avalid TIFF image format fle.
For example, here is the command line:

6.4.33 RECOMMENDATION
Legislation shouldbe considered that will make ballotimages an artifact from an election that is publicly published for
increased transparencyand accountability in the election process.
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6.5 Medium Finding 

 MISSING BALLOT IMAGES Likelihood: Medium Impact: High 

The total number of ballot images that exist within the body of computer forensics material provided for the audit is 
substantially less than the official vote totals and the total number of paper ballots audited. 21,273 ballot images are 
entirely missing from the forensics images of the election equipment. This means that there are electronic votes 
recorded, but no actual ballot images that correspond to the votes. This makes it impossible to fully validate the results 
or confirm that the Election Management System (EMS) was not tampered with.  

The results from the high-speed scanners from 11/1 to 11/13 are not found in the folder named, “20201103 General 
ballots and election files and adjudicated tabulators.” We find the bulk of them in “20201103 General\Results” folder. 
The first 15-20 (depending on the specific high-speed scanner) of these batches do not have ballot images. The total 
number of missing ballot images is 21,273.  

 

Figure 14 - The tabulator results are found in two different folders, "20201103 General Ballots and  
election files and adjudicated tabulators" and "20201103 General.” 



65.1.1 DATA FILES UTiLZED

TEEVPRNRARDEEGE31 EVEPRIARY|Satonai aaSEnTaaiin
65.1.2 REPRODUCTION STEPS

Ft reraces HARA erriTaquey oe Has SensesrindiemtaRrare ns Areae Benen Si STILSmo
rm.Lue

Windows Domain and Logon:|
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For example, here is the command line: 

Add these totals together and this is the total number of TIFF images on the EMS for the election. 

Then take the total number of ballots from the EMS from and subtract the total from the above commands. 

 RECOMMENDATION 
Legislation should be considered that will make ballot images an artifact from an election that is publicly published for 
increased transparency and accountability in the election process. 

 FAILURE TO FOLLOW BASIC CYBER SECURITY PRACTICES Likelihood: Medium Impact: High 

The Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) has published a series of 
cybersecurity best practices and guidelines.  In addition to general guidelines, CISA has also published specific best 
practices for securing election systems that is available for all counties to access at no cost.  In the most recent version of 
the document CISA broke this guidance into specific categories for ease of utilization.  As part of these findings, this 
report will address the following CISA recommendations and address the lack of Maricopa County compliance with the 
recommendations; Software and Patch Management, Log Management, Credential Management, and Establish a 
Baseline for Host and Network Activity. 

 INSTANCES 
 Software and Patch Management 

CISA outlines the necessity for software and patch management within election systems.  Specifically, CISA states 
“Failure to deploy patches in a timely manner can make an organization a target of opportunity, even for less 
sophisticated actors, increasing the risk of compromise.”  It is clear that there was no established program to patch the 
operating system or even update the antivirus definitions.  Neither the operating system nor the antivirus had been 
patched or updated since August 2019 (the date of the installation of the Democracy Suite).  The county released a 
statement that they were prohibited from updating the operating system, that had they done so it would have 
invalidated the certification issued by the Voter Assistance Commission (VAC) for the Dominion software.  This 
statement is contradicted by the County’s own actions following the installation of the Dominion software.  Contrary to 
the claims that updating items on the election systems would invalidate the certification of the election system by the 
EAC, forensic analysis revealed that after the installation of the Dominion software in August 2019, 4 EXE packages 
were created, 45 EXE packages were updated and/or modified, 377 Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL) were created, and 
1053 Dynamic Link Libraries were modified on the EMS server.  If updating the operating system with patches and 
updating the antivirus definition file would have invalidated the voting certification, then the county had already 
invalidated the certification prior to the general election of 2020.  Neither security audit contracted by Maricopa 
County noted these findings in their report. 



The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency (CISA) recommends that organizations should set up centralized log

‘management systems that 1) forward logs from local hosts to a centralized log management server, correlate logs from

and password concept is to be able to uniquely identifya user, assure authorized access by a given users, and to be

fccountName__Jpassword | [pecountamePassword |



Note: These passwords were subsequently used in conjunction with accessing virtual machines that were created from
copies of the forensicimages and were proven to be legitimate passwords. Neither security audit contracted by
Maricopa County noted this finding in their report
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 Lack of Baseline for Host and Network Activity 
The analysis of the computing systems that comprised the Maricopa County voting system (to the extent produced) did 
not find any whitelisting, monitoring, baselining, or network programs that could have been used to establish a 
baseline for host and network activity.  CISA recommends that counties leverage software and monitoring functions to 
establish and enforce a software and a network baseline of approved programs, communications protocols, and 
communications devices for voting systems.  This baseline should be monitored and integrated into an alerting and 
response capability to ensure that no unauthorized programs are executed on the endpoints in the network and there 
are no unauthorized devices communicating on the network.  Neither security audit contracted by Maricopa County 
noted this discrepancy or finding in their report. 

 SUBPOENAED EQUIPMENT NOT YET PROVIDED Likelihood: Medium Impact: High 

SLI Compliance report page 11 states that the Maricopa County produced 6 EMS computers.  Further analysis indicated 
that there were 4 EMS workstations and 2 EMS servers.  Maricopa County only produced 1 EMS server and 4 EMS 
workstations despite the Arizona Senate subpoena requesting ALL EMS servers and systems utilized in the 2020 General 
Election. This has impacted the ability to complete the audit of the digital network and devices. For example, if malware 
was resident on the missing EMS or that machine was utilized in any manner to manipulate the results of the election; 
this would not be able to be determined from our analysis. 

 INSTANCES 
 Network Related Data  

The Arizona Senate Subpoena to the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors included the production of network 
routers, router configuration files and managed switches used in the 2020 General Election.  In subsequent 
conversations with county officials and county attorneys between 4/22/21 and 4/30/21 these officials agreed to 
provide virtual access to the systems and to provide archived Splunk data beginning 60 days prior to the election and 
ending 90 days following the election.  Maricopa County refused to provide any data citing that the production of the 
router data would compromise ongoing law enforcement operations and the personally identifying information (PII) of 
Maricopa County residents.  Maricopa County and the Arizona State Senate recently settled their dispute regarding 
outstanding subpoena items, so this portion of the audit is not yet complete.  

 Poll Worker Laptops  
Despite the presence of at least one poll worker laptop at each voting center, the auditors did not receive laptops or 
forensic copies of their hard drives.  It is unknown, due to the lack of this production, whether there was unauthorized 
access, malware present or internet access to these systems. 
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 ImageCast Precinct (ICP) Administrator Credentials and Hardware Tokens  
Maricopa County utilized the Dominion ImageCast Precinct 2 (ICP2) tabulator during the General 2020 election.  These 
tabulators are normally configured with cellular wireless connections, Wi-Fi access and multiple wired LAN 
connections.  The ICP2 actually requires two forms of authentication to configure, check and/or access the device, a 
numerical password and an iButton token.  Maricopa County produced iButton credentials for Poll Workers to open 
and close polls on the ICP2’s but did not produce any credentials to access the higher level administrative or 
configuration settings for the tabulators.  This prevented the verification of the ICP2 settings to include the cellular 
wireless settings, the local area network settings, the wide area network settings and access to the administrative 
configuration reporting functions.  During the course of the examination, we were able to recover the higher-level 
admin’s numerical password from the EMS SQL Database.  We also attempted to create administrative level iButton 
credentials utilizing the EMS system forensic images mounted in a Virtual Machine (VM) environment.  The VM of the 
EMS system was fully functional and was used to produce poll worker iButton credentials, however, the EMS did not 
have the ability to create the administrative ICP2 credential.  

The EMS, as produced to the auditors, only had the Poll Worker role programmed into EMS.  The Poll Worker role did 
not have the necessary privileges and functionality to create an administrative iButton credential.  In their response to 
the Arizona Senate request for the administrative ICP2 iButton credentials, the Maricopa County officials indicated that 
they did not possess these credentials and only the contracted Dominion employees have access to these credentials.  
Dominion has refused to comply with the production request.  Given the inability to create administrative tokens with 
the EMS and the statement by Maricopa County concerning the ownership of the administrative iButtons, Maricopa 
County is unable to validate tabulator configurations and independently validate the voting system prior to an election.  
Additionally, since Maricopa County does not control the administrative iButtons, Maricopa County is apparently 
unable to independently configure, validate the voting systems prior to an election, or satisfactorily freeze the 
configuration of the systems for the required time periods during an election.  If only the vendor controls the 
administrative iButtons, Maricopa County has no way of checking the configuration of the tabulators.   

 IPX and Other Devices  
Based on the videos of the Maricopa County Tabulation and Election Center (MCTEC) there are a significant quantity of 
systems that were used in the voting process for the 2020 General Election that were not produced, including the 
items pictures below. 
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Figure 16-Video Taken on 8 November 2020 of Maricopa County ICX Systems 

Figure 17-Video Capture Taken from Maricopa County Live Stream 
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 Other Devices Connected to the Election Network  
Examination of the network configurations for the produced systems determined that the programmed gateway for all 
the systems was .  This normally refers to the network router used to route network traffic external to 
the .  This device could also have been a managed switch.  In either case, the device was not 
produced.  The DNS cache has an entry for  with an IP address of , indicating that 
this system had been communicated with the EMS server and was probably used for printing.  Given the naming 
convention of the device, , MCTEC is the acronym for the Maricopa County Tabulation and Election 
Center.  This device has not been produced by Maricopa County.  Therefore, there are additional network components 
that the county has not acknowledged and that are in tension with the public statements made by the county that the 
election system did not have any routers and was completely isolated from the internet.   

Figure 18-DNS Update Table Recovered from the Maricopa County EMS. 



Figure 10-0efoul Gateway Setings

6.5. 4ANONYMOUS LOGINS Ukelihood: Medium Impact: Medium

There are common functions in Microsoft Windows thatwill record an anonymous login activity into the windows
security logs. These logins, however, exhibit known recording sequences within the logsthat allow analysts to determine
the originationofthe requesting function anddeterminethe legitimacy of the logged action. An example of this
behavior is the windows response to a request to access a Windows Server Message Block (SMB) share, also known as a
network drive. When a user requests a connection to network drive, that initial connection request i logged as an
‘anonymous user. The log entry also records the requestor’ host name and the requestor's IP address. That anonymous
request is then immediately followed up with another logged entry that authenticates the user's actual username and
password in order to grant access. Below isa screen shotofthis normal windows activity. Notice that the workstation
name, source network IP and source portfieldsof this log entry contains valid data. This log entry is immediately (within
‘one second) followed by the successful authentication of the username thatis authenticating to the network drive for
‘access permissions. That subsequent user authentication i also logged.
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Figure 20-Normal Anonymous Request to SMB Share 

While the Windows security logs from the Maricopa County EMS server only are present from 2/5/21 to 4/12/21, there 
are a significant number of atypical remote, anonymous logins contained in the Windows security logs.  Below is an 
example of the atypical anonymous logons.  Note that this is a remote login (login ).  Note that the Workstation 
Name, Source Network Address and Source Port log elements are not populated, and that root/system level access is 
granted.  It is normal for logins from the local system (login type  to not populate these data fields, but the 
fact that it is a network remote login (login type 3), and the fields are not populated is irregular and indicates that this is 
not a typical anonymous login.  A search of the event logs from other Windows 2012 R2 servers did not reveal a single 
logon type  anonymous log entry that did not record these log data elements. 

 

Figure 21-Atypical Remote Anonymous Access to EMS Server 
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Without access to the network data, it is impossible to determine the origin of these successful atypical remote 
anonymous logons. The fact that there effectively was no user account and password controls resulting in shared user 
accounts and passwords, coupled with the lack of network data, makes it impossible to determine if these accesses were 
legitimate or unauthorized without the network data.  This portion of the audit is therefore not yet complete. 

 DUAL BOOT SYSTEM DISCOVERED Likelihood: Medium Impact: Medium 

Analysis of the system labeled Adjudication 2 (CyFIR evidence designation AZAud-E-087) revealed that this system 
contained two bootable hard drives.  These two hard drives were subsequently labeled One of the AZAud-E-087-1 and 
AZAud-E-087-2.  Neither security audit contracted by the Maricopa County noted this finding in their report. 

7.5.5.1 ANALYSIS OF AZAUD-E-087-1 DETERMINED THE FOLLOWING: 
 

 

 

 

 

Configured to communicate with an SMTP server address of  in the Dominion Voting Systems 
NLog.config file.  Note: the nslog.config files on this system also contained clear text passwords, one of which 
was the password for the emsdbadmin account. 

7.5.5.2 ANALYSIS OF AZAUD-E-087-2 DETERMINED THE FOLLOWING: 
 

 
 

  
 

 

The discovery of a system with a dual boot configuration is a significant finding.  First, it demonstrates a failure in the 
hardware configuration management of the Maricopa County election systems.  Second, two bootable hard drives 
within the same system, under certain circumstances would create a situation where one operating system could act as 
a “jump box” where one system could access the internet and the other system would be restricted to an isolated 
network.  This is commonly called a dual homed access and could have provided an access route into the voting system 
network.  Without the router data, historical Splunk data and NetFlow data, we cannot complete the full analysis of the 
impact of this dual boot computer. Neither of the two audits performed by Maricopa County detected or reported this 
additional, bootable hard drive on the Adjudication 2 system. 
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 EMS OPERATING SYSTEM LOGS NOT PRESERVED Likelihood: Low Impact: High 

The Windows event logs that were present on the EMS Server that was produced by Maricopa County contain Windows 
security event logs ( ). This file records the Windows operating security events for the EMS server including 
all user accesses, whether those accesses are from the local system itself or from accessing the system remotely.  This 
log file was restricted by a policy set by Maricopa County to a file size of 20,480KB (20MB).  The logging activity was set 
to automatically overwrite the existing log entries if the security file exceeded this size.  The overwrite action would 
write a new log entry and delete the oldest entry in the log file.  In the case of the security.evtx file on the EMS server, 
the earliest retained log entry was dated 2/5/2021 10:37:49 AM (the last day of the Pro V & V audit) and the latest entry 
was dated 4/12/2021 4:53:16 PM.  The logs were not preserved and did not cover the dates for the general election (3 
November 2020).  An examination of the EMS and other systems involved in the 2020 General Election did not discover 
any enabled external log aggregation functionality nor were historical logs beyond those that were contained on the 
operating systems provided to the digital examination team.  The security access logs were not preserved and were 
overwritten. 



6.5.6.1.1 UserLogDeletionson 2/11/2021

A user leveraging the emsadmin account remotely logged into the EMS server at 2/11/2021 9:08:27 AM via terminal

services and began executinga script at 2/11/2021 9:09:04 AM that checked accounts for blank passwords. The event
logs record this connection a originating from a system vith the 176 address ofSEEN,
ica loca network [PVG adress. Between 2/11/2021 8.0904 AM and 2/12/2021 7:12:55 AM ths user ra tis check
462 times. Each time the check was performed a new in ws added tothe security log, which had theeffect of
deleting the oldest entry i the logfile due tothe previously mentioned og size imitation setig. 462 older og entries
were deleted via tis mathod.

6.5.6.1.2 User Log Deletions on 3/03/2021

Ase ating the emeadmi account remotely logged into the ENS server at 3/3/2021 111231 AM and began
‘executing a script at 3/3/2021 11:13:44 AM that checked accounts for blank passwords. The event logs record this

connection as originating from a system with th 1Pv adressofJESSEN,ih i 2 valid 1PUS focal network
address. Between 3/3/2021 11:12:31 AM and 3/5/2021 7:58:04 AM this user ran the script 37,686 times. Each time

tho check was performeda newline was added othe security log which had the additional effet of deleting the
dost entry in th log fle due to the previously mentioned og ize imitation setting. 37468 older og entries were
deleted via this method.
This was 14 days after the Arizona State Senate described the risk of evidentiary loss due to continued useof election
equipment, and 6 days ate Judge Thomason lad that the subpoena needed fo be complied ith.
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Figure 23-3 Identified but Unnamed Individuals at the keyboard at 3/3/2021 at 11:06AM 

 

 User Log Deletions on 4/12/2021 
A user utilizing the emsadmin account began executing a script at 4/12/2021 1:39:38 PM to check accounts for blank 
passwords.  Between 4/12/2021 12:39:38 PM and 4/12/2021 12:45:13 PM this user ran this check 330 times.  Each 
time the check was performed a new line was added to the security log, which had the additional effect of deleting the 
oldest entry in the log file due to the afore mentioned log size limitation setting.  330 older log entries were deleted via 
this method. 
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Figure 24- County Employee at the EMS Keyboard on 4/12/2021 at 12:39PM  
the time of the last blank password check was run. 
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7.5.5 INTERNET CONNECTIONS Likelihood: Medium Impact: Medium 

The Maricopa County Board of Supervisors has repeatedly stated that the network connecting the election /voting 
systems is an isolated network that has no ability to connect to the internet.  An in-depth analysis of both the allocated 
and unallocated space of the EMS, EMS workstations, Adjudication Workstations and other elements of the election 
system has definitively proven that this is not the case.  There were hundreds of connections to public internet sites 
recovered from the unallocated areas of the hard drives. For the purpose of this report, only internet connection 
artifacts that contained valid dates after the installation of the Dominion Software suite on 8/6/2019 were included in 
this report.  Additionally, for the purposes of this report only sites that have been visited multiple times were reported 
to avoid false reporting of default internet histories.  Given that the Dominion Software suite was installed on 8/6/2019, 
no internet history URL visit dates should exist after that date.   

The county did not provide a network diagram, a function diagram or any other documentation to determine if in fact a 
given system was supposed to be connected to the internet.  Public statements by the county made clear that no 
election related system was connected to the internet.  For the purposes of the internet examination, auditors used this 
statement as the starting point to prove or disprove that there was internet connectivity accessible to the systems 
provided by the county as a result of the subpoena.  In the course of the examination definitive evidence was recovered 
that the EMS, EMS Client 1, EMS Client 3, EMS Client 4, REWEB 1601, and the REGIS 1202 systems had access to the 
internet after the installation of the Dominion voting software suite was installed on 8/6/2019.  Given the nature of 
unallocated space analysis this is by no means a complete recovery of all internet history, but is definitive for the 
recovered internet artifacts on the dates and times indicated. 

 INTERNET CONNECTIONS TO THE EMS 
The EMS Server had 3 connections on 2/2/2021 to the URL  

 

 INTERNET CONNECTIONS TO THE EMS CLIENT 1 
The EMS Client 1 had 9 Connections to the internet between 2/7/2020 and 2/22/2021, specifically to the 
go.microsoft.com and www.bing.com URL’s.  

In addition to the HTTP(S) connections, there were 51 records recovered that contained 143 connections to an internal 
device that was not produced by Maricopa County with an IP address of .  
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 INTERNET CONNECTIONS TO THE EMS CLIENT 3 
The EMS Client 3 had 6 Connections to the internet to the go.microsoft.com URL. 

 INTERNET CONNECTIONS TO THE REWEB 1601 SYSTEM 
The county provided what was represented as a “forensic image” of the system with the hostname .  This in 
fact was not an actual forensic image, but rather a copy of the hard drive on a 4TB external drive.  It is unknown what 
actions were taken by the County to ensure that the drive was wiped prior to the system copy.   A carve for internet 
history artifacts recovered 890 internet records, each with multiple visit iterations for public URL connections including 
foxnews.com, maricopa.gov, Microsoft.com, msn.com and adnxs.com. 
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 INTERNET CONNECTIONS TO THE REGIS 1202 SYSTEM 
The county provided what was represented as a “forensic image” of the system with the hostname REGIS 1202.  This in 
fact was not an actual forensic image, but rather a copy of the hard drive on a 4TB external drive.  It is unknown what 
actions were taken by the County to ensure that the drive was wiped prior to the system copy.   A carve for internet 
history artifacts recovered 205 internet records, each with multiple visit iterations for public URL connections including 
maricopa.gov, Microsoft.com, and logons to the localhost. 
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7.6 Low Findings 

7.6.1ELECTION DATA FOUND FROM OTHER STATES Likelihood: Low Impact: Medium 

The Maricopa County Adjudication 2 system had two bootable hard drives.  The drive identified as  
contains a directory .  Inside of that directory are subdirectories that appear to contain data from other 
jurisdictions and what appears to be demonstration data.  Specifically, these directories are named  

 
.  One can reasonably assume that WA is an abbreviation for Washington and SC is an 

abbreviation for South Carolina.  There is no known need for this external data to be located on a Maricopa County 
adjudication system.  Neither of the two audits performed by Maricopa County reported this finding. 
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Figure 26-General with Variable SP Directory 
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Figure 27-SC Cert Cookie General Directory Structure 
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Figure 29-Special Election with Fusion Directory  

Figure 28 - WA Cert General 2018 vA Directory 
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7 ABOUT CYBER NINJAS       
Cyber Ninjas is an application security consulting company specializing in ethical hacking, training, and security program 
development. Our staff represents over 10 years of experience in a variety of areas including application support, 
development, product management, and application security. This experience across all areas of the software 
development life cycle gives us a unique perspective on how to build security into your existing processes. With 
everything we do, our goal is to build the knowledge within your organization. We strongly believe that "Security comes 
with knowledge,” and that it is our job as Cyber Ninjas to train and teach through every engagement to build up 
capabilities within your organization. 

 




